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GW settles Nott lawsuit

Mental illness
discrimination
suit ends
by Ryan Holeywell
Senior Staff Writer

Editor’s note: A version of this
story was originally published
online Oct. 31.

Erin Shea/photo editor

Senior Chelsea Pritchard, a member of the Phi Sigma Sigma sorority, points to a $120 bidder
Wednesday night in Columbia Square during the Greek Week date auction. The auction raised
money for United Nations Children’s Fund.

A former student who alleged
that GW barred him from campus
and suspended him from class
as a result of his treatment for
depression has settled his lawsuit
against the school out of court, his
lawyer announced today.
Jordan Nott filed a civil suit
in the D.C. Superior Court in
October 2005. He alleged that
GW policies discriminate against
those who have mental illness
and punish those who try to get
help. His lawyer Karen Bower
said the terms of the settlement,
which was finalized yesterday, are
confidential.

“I hope universities looking at
this issue will see some of the policy concerns that we’ve raised,”
said Bower, a lawyer with the
Bazelon Center for Mental Health
Law, a legal advocacy organization for those with mental disabilities.
“I hope that this difficult
experience will result in positive
changes in how student mental
health issues are handled at campuses across the country,” Nott
said in a statement released by
GW. “And I certainly hope that
other universities will not discipline their students for seeking
mental health treatment.”
Nott’s suit said that in fall
2004, when Nott was a sophomore, information he shared
with the University Counseling
Center and GW Hospital about
his depression was released to
University administrators without his permission, leading to
his suspension and barring from
campus. Nott recently graduated
from University of MarylandCollege Park, Bower said.
Action taken against Nott was
issued under the school’s “endangering behavior policy.” The poli-

cy applies to students whom the
university suspects pose a danger
to themselves and others. Bower
has said policies like these stigmatize those who seek mental health
treatment, while GW maintains
the policy protects the safety of
affected individuals and the community.
Criticism of this policy was
at the heart of Nott’s suit. Tracy
Schario, GW’s director of Media
Relations, said the policy remains
on the books. But, Schario said,
GW is in the process of evaluating its involuntary medical and
mental health withdrawal policies, and an announcement about
possible changes could be made
this semester.
“This was a very difficult situation. We were attempting to serve
the best interests of Mr. Nott while
also considering the well being of
all of our students,” said Dr. John
F. Williams, GW provost and vice
president for health affairs, in a
statement. “While we recognize
that some steps in the process
may not have been perfect, we
stand by the result.”
See NOTT, p. 2

Potomac
House
pipe
rupture
causes
ﬂood
SA lobbies Hall faces ongoing plumbing problems
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

for papers,
MC space
by Nathan Grossman
Hatchet Staff Writer

Members of the Student Association are making efforts to reinstate the
GW Reads program and ﬁll the vacant
ground-ﬂoor space of the Marvin Center.
In September, the administration announced that it was ending the $50,000
newspaper program due to budget constraints. The program had supplied free
copies of The Washington Post, USA Today and The New York Times to students
in residence halls.
Since September, members of the
SA have been looking for a way to offer
students free or discounted newspapers.
University ofﬁcials said GW does not
have any plans to subsidize the program
again.
“We felt very strongly that there needs
to be some sort of replacement program
that provides affordable access to newspapers,” said Sen. Nathan Brill (SB-U), about
a resolution that passed through the Senate in late September and was signed by
SA President Lamar Thorpe calling for an
investigation into how to supply newspapers to students.
“We’ve been e-mailing different
newspapers to see what deals we could
get,” said junior Nick D’Addario, the SA’s
vice president for undergraduate student
policy, whom Thorpe charged to work on
the issue.
D’Addario said a potential option
would be to purchase newspapers in
bulk. Students would be able to participate in the program for a nominal fee. No
plans have been submitted to Thorpe or
the University.
“If we could get (GW Reads) in some
form or reduced form, then we’ll be
lucky,” he said.
Robert Chernak, senior vice president for Student and Academic Support
Services said it is unlikely the University
would fund such a program.
“There are no plans, unless new funding becomes available, to re-establish the
newspaper program this academic year,”
he said.
Individual student discounts are offered by most major newspapers, but
students have found it difﬁcult to obtain
daily papers.
“I’ve been unable to get my Wall
Street Journal for the last two months,”
said Evan Vandeveer, a sophomore, who
bought a subscription to the paper at the
beginning of the year.
“A couple weeks ago I got an e-mail
from Package Services. When I went
down there I found 20 papers bundled
with twine.”
Like the GW Reads program, the decision over the Marvin Center basement is
still in discussion stages in the SA. Executive Vice President Josh Lasky has spent
several months gathering student input
on the area that was home to District Market last year. The University and Sodexho,
GW’s food-service provider, remodeled
food options in the Marvin Center over
the summer and got rid of the grocery
store.
“We are pushing for a lounge-type
space that will double for use by performing arts groups,” said Lasky, a senior, who
See SA, p. 5

by Eric Roper
Senior Staff Writer

A major water pipe ruptured in Potomac
House Monday morning, causing flooding in
more than 10 rooms of the two-month-old freshman dormitory.
The flood, which is one of several plumbing
problems in the residence hall since September,
has raised concerns among residents about the
building’s water system. Displaced residents
slept on cots in dry, neighboring rooms Monday
night.
Nancy Haaga, director of Campus Support
Services, said a broken valve connected to a large
shower pipe on the seventh floor caused the
flood. Although the origin of the break remains
unclear, she said it was likely due to movement
or strain on the pipe after its installation.
The pipe burst at approximately 11:45 a.m.,
said room 706 resident Sawina Bhandari, who
heard loud rushing water near a wall in her
bathroom. Within minutes, the water traveled
down a concealed pipe shaft to the third floor,
flowing down to every room directly below it.
“There was a waterfall basically coming
out of the light fixture,” said room 506 resident
Deirdre Clark, pointing to a fluorescent light in
her bathroom.
Housekeepers and representatives from GW
Facilities departments arrived at about noon to
clean up and assess damage. University maintenance personnel vacuumed and dried the affected rooms, and later distributed dehumidifiers.
“(Facilities staff) said, ‘If you have any damages, we’ll take care of it; just let us know,’”
Bhandari said.
Phuong Nguyen, a assistant property manager for Residential Property Management, said
Wednesday that no students had yet reported
damage to personal possessions.
“We don’t guarantee anything at all,”
Nguyen said of the University’s policy on
compensating students for property damage.

“Usually, it’s a case-by-case basis.”
Although Monday’s flood was the most
severe incident in Potomac House this fall, there
have been several other plumbing problems in
recent weeks.
A clogged water filter stopped the flow of hot
water in the building last week for about a day
and a half. Other problems included unpredictable fluctuations in water pressure and temperature, said resident Caitlin Loehr.
“I didn’t think there would be this many
problems (in a new building),” said Loehr, who
has also had trouble with a running toilet in her
bathroom since September.
Haaga said that since the residence hall was
occupied soon after its completion, there was little
time for structural flaws to be repaired.
“All new buildings experience a few operational issues or disruptions after they are completed,” Haaga said. “While these may be inconvenient, they are not beyond expectations for a new
building, and they have been resolved quickly
without any major disruption or recurrence.”
Loehr said that she was disappointed with the
University’s response to the problems.
“The fact that they’re really slow about things
and they don’t tell us what’s going on when
things happen, it’s kind of frustrating,” Loehr said
in a telephone interview Wednesday. Monday’s
flood came only two days before the official grand
opening of Potomac House, which took place
Wednesday morning.
The event, which had a theatrical theme,
began with several speeches by Potomac residents
under a large velvet curtain in the lobby. The hall’s
theme is culture and arts.
Several administrators attended the event,
including University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg and Dean of Freshman Fred Siegel.
Trachtenberg gave a speech about new dormitories built in recent years. The event ended with
a cast party in the basement with free food and
music. n
–David Ceasar contributed to this report.

Attorney general makes surprise lecture at Law School
U.S. Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales made a surprise visit to
a Law School class Tuesday and
spoke about U.S. policy in the war
on terror.
Students in the Law School’s
criminal procedure class were
surprised to see the special guest
speaker in Stockton Hall Tuesday.
Associate professor of law Renee
Lerner teaches the class and is an
acquaintance of Gonzales’. The
two worked together when she
was at the Department of Justice
and he served as White House
counsel.
“When he walked in there
was a definitive gasp,” Lerner
said. “The students were happily
surprised to see him.”
The attorney general spent
about 15 minutes talking about
issues such as the USA PATRIOT
Act, wiretapping and military tribunals. Then, for about 35 minutes he answered questions from
the 40 students in the class.
Lerner said Gonzales had a
“very warm and inviting manner” when speaking with the students, whom she said responded
well to the visit.
“Several students mentioned
it was good to hear from someone
who is directly involved in legal
questions they study in an academic setting,” she said. “Some
also mentioned how fortunate

we are to be in Washington D.C.
where we have access to such
high-ranking officials.”
Lerner said she arranged
the visit a couple of months ago
when Gonzales approached her
because he wanted to guest lecture in a Law School class. She
did not tell her students Gonzales

Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor

Residential Property Manager Robin Imer (center) and her assistant, Phuong Nguyen, step through puddles in the seventhﬂoor hallway of Potomac House Monday morning. A broken
valve caused the multi-ﬂoor ﬂood.

would be joining the class, but
assigned readings on the subjects
he spoke about.
She said that in the late 1990s,
she arranged a guest lecture from
then special prosecutor Kenneth
Starr who was investigating
President Bill Clinton.
–Brandon Butler

Courtesy Law School Media Relations

U.S. Attorney General Alberto Gonzales (left) enters Stockton
Hall Tuesday to make a surprise visit to a Law School class. He
visited associate professor of law Renee Lerner’s criminal procedure class and spoke about U.S. policy in the war on terror.

CAMPUS DINING

TONIC liquor
license in doubt
by Justine Karp
Hatchet Reporter

A proposed restaurant and bar at 20th and G streets may
be denied its liquor license, said a D.C. Alcoholic Beverage
Regulation Association spokesperson.
The proposed restaurant and bar, TONIC, has already
experienced construction delays due to the time it took to
obtain construction permits. The food venue is expected to
open in January 2007, said co-owner Jeremy Pollak, a GW
alumnus.
There are two legal snags TONIC owners face, said
ABRA spokesperson Jeff Coudriet. The first is that a bar
cannot be within 400 feet of a high school. Coudriet said
although the School Without Walls is within 400 feet of the
proposed restaurant, this law will probably not be a serious
problem since another restaurant and bar exists within the
limit in another area of the city.
The law that will most likely result in ABRA denying
TONIC their license prohibits any commercial liquor license
in a residentially zoned area, Coudriet said. While there are
exceptions to the law, hotels and businesses that obtained
licenses before the law was enacted, he said that TONIC
applied to neither.
“If I was going to be a guessing man, I’d say the regulation board is going to follow the law,” Coudriet said.
The property TONIC is leasing from GW used to house
a pharmacy, Quigley’s, which had a license to sell alcohol
but not to serve it.
The Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, which oversees
ABRA’s operations, is holding a public hearing Wednesday
to hear public comment on the issue.
See TONIC, p. 6
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
THURSDAY
“American Blackout”
Screening
Catch this film chronicling
the controversies of the
2004 election.
8 to 10 p.m.
Marvin Center Continental
Ballroom
Sponsored by the GW
College Democrats

SATURDAY
Mount Vernon to Mount
Vernon Bike Tour
Grab your bike for this scenic journey to the home of
our nation’s first president.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Alumni, staff and faculty
$25; students $15
Departures from MVC
Quad and Foggy Bottom
University Yard
Sponsored by Mount
Vernon Campus Life

SUNDAY
Journey for Humanity
Join this forum discussion
about modern day genocide
and what can be done to
stop it.
3 to 5 p.m.
Marvin Center Continental
Ballroom
Sponsored by the Armenian
Student Network

Invisible Children United
General Body Meeting
Find out what the group is
up to and how you can get
involved.
5 to 6 p.m.
Marvin Center 308
Sponsored by Invisible
Children United

Alpha Kappa Alpha hosts
annual Miss Freshman pageant
The Mu Delta chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha hosted its
fifth annual Miss Freshman
Pageant in the Marvin Center
Sunday. This year ’s pageant
coincided with National Breast
Cancer Awareness month and
benefited the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation.
Vanessa Cacho, public relations chair for Alpha Kappa
Alpha, said the mission of the
pageant was “to acknowledge
an outstanding freshman for
her potential as demonstrated by her dedication to academic achievement, creativity,
community involvement and
enthusiasm.”
The competition consisted
of three segments: talent, eveningwear and a question-andanswer session. The talent
portion included performances of dramatic monologues,
readings of original poems,
singing and dancing.
The panel of judges was
comprised of Fred Siegel,
associate vice president and
dean of freshmen; Ritu Singh,
2000 graduate; and Helen
Cannaday Saulny, assistant
vice president of Student and
Academic Support Services.
The six contestants, Uche
Anigboh,
Harriet
Badio,
Sho’leh Geula, Alycia Haynes,
Amanda Roach and Brittney
Wright, raised more than
$2,000 together. In addition to
raising money and competing
for the title of Miss Freshman,
the top three girls received
scholarships.
Wright,
Outstanding
Fundraiser and Miss Freshman
2006, won a $1,000 scholarship;
Geula, Miss Congeniality and
the first runner-up received a
$500 prize, and Roach received
a $250 prize as the second runner-up.
“We wanted the girls to
feel confident and to feel
empowered by this contest,”
said senior Amber Webb, president of Alpha Kappa Alpha.
“I’m so proud of all of them.”
For six weeks leading up to
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the pageant, the girls participated in several educational
workshops as well as the 2006
AIDS Walk.
–Marissa Bialecki
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SANOTE

Thorpe nominates law student
to court
Second-year law student Michael Gore will be one of Student
Association President Lamar
Thorpe’s nominees for the two
empty seats on the SA Student
Court, Thorpe told The Hatchet
Tuesday night.
Thorpe, a senior, said that he
plans to make his decision on the
other nominee for the court within the next few days. Thorpe said
he is still considering law student
Ryan Mick, sophomore Laura
Bentele, and juniors John Curran
and Dave Rosenbaum.
The court handles constitutional disputes within the SA and
between student organizations.
The court has only three of its
ﬁve seats occupied and with the
nomination of Gore, the SA will
be closer to ﬁlling the gap in the
court.
“Gore is an exceptional man,”
Thorpe said. “He had a lot of judicial experience.”
Gore said that his experience as a past intern for Jerome
B. Simandle, a U.S. District Court
judge in New Jersey and his current study at the GW Law School,
makes him a qualiﬁed nominee.
“Everyone that I have met
with through the process seems
to share an ideal that the court
be served by qualiﬁed and committed judges, and I hope to live
up to those expectations,” Gore
said.
Gore added that he will not
bring any speciﬁc agenda to the
court.
“I would not go into the
Court with agenda or plan of
substantive goals to accomplish,”
Gore said.
All nominees for the court
must be approved by the Rules
Committee before they can be
conﬁrmed by the Senate. Since
the Rules Committee is not scheduled to meet before Tuesday’s
Senate meeting, none of Thorpe’s
nominees will be voted on until
the Nov. 14 Senate meeting.
–Andrew Ramonas

Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor

Spear program manager Scott Thomas and senior Ariz Matute grab apples in Kogan Plaza
during “Apples for Adoption” Monday afternoon. The event was sponsored by Colonials for Life.

NOTT
from p. 1
Nott’s suit alleged violations of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, the Fair Housing
Act, the D.C. Mental Health
Information Act and the D.C.
Human Rights Act. Schario has
said the counseling center never
shared any of Nott’s information with administrators, and in
court documents filed in March,
GW denied any wrongdoing
and said it did not breach Nott’s
confidentiality.

Nott had been getting treatment at the University Council
Center for depression, and he
checked into GW Hospital Oct.
27, 2004, because he was concerned about general thoughts
of suicide. He maintained in the
suit he was not suicidal. Shortly
after checking into the hospital,
he received an interim suspension from the school and ultimately withdrew voluntarily.
Nott’s lawyer, Bower, also
represented a student at City
University of New York who
alleged her school barred her
from her dormitory after she
tried to commit suicide. CUNY
settled that case out of court in

August and agreed to pay the
student, who remained anonymous in the suit, $65,000 to be
paid monthly over four years,
as well as $100,000 in attorney’s
fees. Bower told The Hatchet
in August that if Nott’s case
reached a trial, it would not
occur for at least a year.
“We really hope universities will revisit their policies,
and the Bazelon Center is looking to put together guidelines
for putting together policies
that comply with the ADA and
encourage students to get help
while being safe and successful at school,” Bower told The
Hatchet Tuesday. n

CORRECTIONS
In the GW Brief “Business School students combine class, philanthropy” (Oct. 30, 2006 p. 2) The Hatchet erroneously reported the name of the Greek-letter organization that made a donation. Pi Kappa Psi
donated to the “Analysis of Business Issues” class.
In the article “Report shows retention increased” (Oct. 30, 2006 p. 1) The Hatchet erroneously reported
that the ﬁxed tuition plan began with new full-time students in fall 2005. It began in fall 2004.
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A new
art Residents advise
lesson GW on search
PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH

DreamCity aims to
empower students
through the arts
by Katy McCoy
Hatchet Reporter

Senior and D.C. native John
Muller has set out to use poetry
and theater to empower young
people.
Muller and fellow D.C. local
Justin McNeil, a student at Morehouse College in Atlanta, started
DreamCity – a group focused on
using the arts to educate people
in D.C. Dreamcity, which started
in 2004, has about 35 youth members.
“When John and I ﬁrst started
DreamCity we set out to vocalize
a city-wide voice that had been
mufﬂed,” McNeil said.
DreamCity evolved as a reaction to the lack of hands-on learning students receive, Muller said.
The group is a registered student organization and is working
with the Law School to achieve
nonproﬁt status. Muller said he
compares the organization, in
ways, to a social movement in
the style and spirit of the 1960s
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee.
“It’s because we don’t have
formal training. We’ve evolved
from all of our informal experiences,” Muller said.
This summer the duo wrote
and produced their own original play called “The 70,” a work
about the 70 bus that runs from
the southwest Waterfront to Silver
Spring station in Silver Spring,
Md., and the characters the two
co-writers encountered on the
route.
“The 70” was shown to Professor Richard Sutton’s sociology
classes this semester – the Youth
and Delinquency class and the
Violence and the Family class.
“What intrigued me about
‘The 70’ is that so many people are
totally unaware of what is going
on in the city they live in. ‘The 70’
opens eyes,” Sutton said.
The group uses the arts as a
way to get others involved in the
community while also focusing on
education. For example, students
learn how to address a business
letter, write grants, and gain ﬁnancial literacy and understanding.
“There are people who help
us out, and who we help from the
crack house to the White House,”
Muller said. They have received
donations from more than 60 individuals and are working with 10
other philanthropic organizations,
Muller said.
They’ve also received support
from Michael Akin, director of the
District of Columbia, Foggy Bottom/West End Affairs; and Bernard Demczuk, the assistant vice
president for District of Columbia
Affairs in the ofﬁce of Government, International, and Corporate Affairs.
“We work with the custodian
of the MLK Library and the president of GW. I think that’s really an
important part of who we are,”
Muller said.
In the future, Muller hopes
DreamCity will be able to acquire
its own space open to participants
from across the District with a
theater, library and computer lab.
Muller also envisions employing
members of the community in his
center.
“Ultimately, and ideally, I
would like to say that executive
director of DreamCity is my job,”
he said. Next year, Muller will attend graduate school at GW in
public administration.
DreamCity recruits most
youths through its grassroots
presence in the community. Muller and McNeil have also worked
with other organizations such as
Upward Bound, D.C. Youth Advisory Council, the D.C. Public
Library and the D.C. Commission
on Arts and Humanities. Muller
said most of the members hear
about the group through word of
mouth or are referred by friends
who already attend.
One youth, Joseph “Joedy”
Melson Jr., an eighth grader at
Thurgood Marshall Educational
Center in Northeast, is the associate director of DreamCity. He was
a star of “The 70” and is a contributor to the poetry part of the organization, DreamCity Poets.
DreamCity is now focusing its
efforts on involving members of
the GW community.
“We’ve had a lot of events outside of campus, and the administration has been very supportive,
but we have failed to really involve the students,” said Muller.
One area of the GW community in which DreamCity plans to
become involved is with the various GW theater groups. Muller
hopes to cast mostly GW students
in the roles of “The 70” not just for
the potential performance at Lisner, but for when it may go to The
Atlas and the Lincoln Theaters
this summer. n

by Kaitlyn Jahrling
Metro News Editor

About 20 Foggy Bottom residents
advised GW on its presidential search
Wednesday evening at a community
forum in the Jack Morton Auditorium.
University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg announced in April that
he would step down when his contract
ends in July 2007. In conjunction with
the Board of Trustees’ search, the University has hosted forums to gather input from students, faculty, alumni and
community members.
Wednesday’s event was the last in
a series of nine forums that included an
alumni forum in New York City and a
forum at the Loudon County campus.
More forums will be held when the
Presidential Search Committee narrows the candidate pool, University
ofﬁcials said.
Residents in attendance commented on important presidential characteristics and gave advice for the future
president. Event organizers also asked
participants to critique a draft statement of GW’s vision, which articulates
the University’s goals and priorities.
Bradford Tatum, a 60-year member
of St. Mary’s Episcopal Church, said
the University should improve its relationship with the community.
“I suggest that he be nice to his
neighbors,” Tatum said of the next
president. “GW has been described in
many articles as a Grinch that swal-

lows up the neighborhood.”
Tatum added that he was impressed with the ideas other residents
expressed, but was surprised that so
few attended.
“I thought that surely they would
have had many a person,” Tatum said.
“I got my letter in the mail a long time
ago.”
The Ofﬁce of D.C. and Foggy Bottom/West End Affairs sent out an email notiﬁcation through the Foggy
Bottom advisory listserv Oct. 23. It solicited “input of our neighbors as we
undertake the task of selecting a new
leader for the University.”
Foggy Bottom resident Gwan Tai
offered several ideas for the Presidential Search Committee.
She suggested the committee require candidates to submit to a kinesiology test, in order to make sure he or
she has a high level of self-awareness.
Kinesiology uses muscle reactions
to infer information about a person’s
mental and physical health.
“There are many people that don’t
have a high level of consciousness,”
Tai said. “Kinesiology can measure
that.”
She also suggested that the University vision statement better address
global leadership and that the position
of GW president be converted into a
co-presidency in order to better satisfy
competing demands.
West End community activist Barbara Kahlow said the next president

Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor

Nelson Carbonell, a member of the Board of Trustees, speaks to Foggy Bottom residents during a community forum on GW’s presidental search in the
Jack Morton Auditorium Wednesday evening. About 20 residents attended
the last forum in a series of nine.
should focus on improving towngown relations.
“The ﬁrst thing he should do to
repair relationships is withdraw the
current Campus Plan application,”
Kahlow said of the University’s decision to supplant its current development plan with a new proposal. “GW
already has a perfectly good Campus
Plan.”
Ofﬁcials said comments were being recorded and will be presented to
the search committee along with suggestions submitted online through the

presidential search Web site, vision.
gwu.edu.
Executive Vice President and
Treasurer Louis Katz said the purpose of the forum was to ensure that
the community’s perspective is taken
into account.
“I thought the comments were
very good and what we’re trying
to do is make sure everybody is engaged,” Katz said. “Unfortunately,
it’s a beautiful night outside, and
I think that’s why a lot of people
didn’t come.” n

GW, local H.S. argue for zoning support
Several neighborhood
commissioners oppose
development plan

“This is an exceptionally unusual and noble project.”
DAVID LEHRMAN

by Robert Parker
Hatchet Staff Writer
GW and the School Without
Walls made their case before the
D.C. Zoning Commission for
a joint development proposal
Monday night.
The development plan, introduced in March, includes
a new 474-bed residence hall
for GW and an addition to the
School Without Walls, a high
school at 2130 G St. The publicprivate partnership hinges on
the University’s agreement to
purchase the land directly behind the school for $12 million.
The residence hall project will
include the land acquired from
the school and the University’s
tennis courts on F Street.
The Foggy Bottom/West End
Advisory Neighborhood Commission, which passed a resolution in opposition to the development earlier this month, testiﬁed
at the hearing against the plan.
The ANC opposes the application because of the proposed
size of the residence hall, said

ATTEND
$10

Vincent Micone, chair of the
ANC. He added that the commission doesn’t oppose an addition to the school but cannot support the joint proposal.
At the Oct. 18 ANC meeting
Micone said he would have supported the plan, which he voted
against, under different circumstances.
“I think this is a huge building,” he said. “I think I might
support a smaller building.”
ANC Commissioner David
Lehrman criticized the other
commissioners for voting in
opposition to the school’s renovations. He said the Zoning
Commission lost their “human
dimension” in trying to halt the
old building’s modernization.
“Are we missing a sensitivity chip in some place?” Lehrman
asked. “This is an exceptionally
unusual and noble project.”
The high school’s principal,
Richard Trogish, said the school
is in strong need of building improvements. He added that if the
plan is approved, classes would
hopefully relocate to another
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View all of this month’s discounted performances online:
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D.C. school building for a year
while the current building undergoes construction.
“We are waiting on your
decision to move forward and
expedite the process for our students,” Trogish said.
The high school’s students,
parents and faculty gave a presentation describing the decrepit
conditions of the building and
the beneﬁts GW offers the high-

schoolers. They discussed leaks,
unstable ceilings and lack of
space as hindrances to learning.
School Without Walls student
Zachary May said the development is imperative.
“This school uses the city as
a classroom because the building
can’t provide services and basic
functions,” he said.
Despite poor building conditions, the School Without Walls is
considered one of the best public high schools in the District.
School ofﬁcials said students’ averaged an SAT score of 1070.
Zoning Commissioner Anthony Hood said while he and the

eight other commissioners are listening to both sides of the debate,
they noticed a greater amount of
signatures and testimonies are in
support of the development.
“All eight of our eyes are
working, and we deﬁnitely see
people in support,” Zoning Commissioner Anthony Hood said.
The commissioners praised
the plan presented by the University, but Zoning Commissioners
Gregory Jeffries, Michael Turnbull and John Parsons expressed
concern over the vagueness of
the presentation concerning the
streetscape plan and sustainable
design. n

Volunteers Needed
Compensation paid to healthy female and
male volunteers for donations of bone
marrow for research efforts in such areas as
cancer and other serious illnesses.
•

Ages 18 to 45

•

In good health

•

Not engaged in high risk
behaviors

Conﬁdential interview and screening
provided at our
convenient Gaithersburg, MD ofﬁce.
Donations occur at our Bethesda, MD ofﬁce
by board certiﬁed physicians.
Both locations are accessible by
MetroRail and Metro Ride-On.
FINANCIAL COMPENSATION PROVIDED
For more information, or to schedule an
appointment:
TOLL FREE: (888) 926-9211
EMAIL: donorinfo@cambrex.com
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editorial

Mental health policy
left unresolved
The settlement of a lawsuit against the
University in the case of Jordan Nott, a former GW student who alleges that GW barred
him from campus after he expressed suicidal
thoughts, resurrects more issues than it puts
to rest. While this particular case is over, GW’s
policy of categorically suspending students
who pose a danger to themselves or others
remains unchanged and in need of serious review. University ofﬁcials also failed to assuage
the fears of students who are reluctant to use
counseling services in the wake of this major
lawsuit, which garnered national media attention.
The limitation of liability is an important
part of any organization hoping to remain ﬁnancially viable in a lawsuit-prone society. To
that end, there are
policies that protect
GW from liabilities
At-risk students
arising from the behavior of students
are more than
with mental health issues. These students,
just a number in
however, should be
viewed as students
University budget
with needs rather
than a potential lawassessments.
suit and ﬁnancial
risk. At-risk students
are more than just a
number in budget assessments.
The “endangering behavior policy” gives
the University the right to remove students
who pose a suspected danger to themselves
and others. In 2004, administrators used this
policy to suspend Nott, who shared information with the counseling center and hospital
regarding his depression.
The settlement of Nott’s case, in conjunction with GW’s retention of the current involuntary withdrawal policy, indicates a calculation that GW is willing to accept lawsuits
from suspended students in the future rather
than risk another suicide happening on campus. This is only the slightly better of two bad
options – either suspension or a potential oncampus mental health crisis.
There is a ﬁne balance between protection
of the University’s risks and providing the
tools and care to students who are suffering
from depression or some other mental condition. The University’s quick decision to suspend Nott indicates that perhaps our school is
focusing too heavily on its own liability interests and not enough on the well being of its
students.
Furthermore, there is no evidence that
Nott previously had attempted suicide; instead, he ﬁrst brought his issues to healthcare
professionals to prevent dangerous action. It
is alarming that, in light of these factors, the
University ejected Nott shortly after a hospital
visit. Administrators need to carefully evaluate
which students pose a dangerous and immediate threat to themselves and other students,
and which ones are using ofﬁcial channels to
ﬁnd help.
The current policy’s negative effects reverberate out into the entire campus community.
Administrators must be mindful that negative
perceptions of mental health services have the
potential to exacerbate the very issue this policy attempts to ameliorate.
Rather than continue on this damaging
path, University administrators must reinvigorate ongoing efforts to improve counseling
services while remaining vigilant about promoting these services to students.
Ofﬁcially, all visits to the University Counseling Center are conﬁdential. Still, students
may see the Nott case as evidence that seeking
help may result in disciplinary action. GW administrators must work to combat this negative and inaccurate perception, and ensure
that all students feel safe when addressing
their mental health.
While the UCC has publicized its nondisciplinary role in the past, these efforts have
been limited. These efforts are also unlikely to
compete with the amount of negative attention the University received through national
press coverage of this lawsuit.
Merely settling the Nott case will not make
the poor perception and realities of mental
health services at GW go away. It is up to UCC
and University ofﬁcials to engage the campus
in a dialogue about mental health that will
dispel fears about seeking treatment. Simultaneously, top University administrators must
begin their own internal dialogue, questioning
their support of a policy that views students
as a ﬁnancial risk while potentially worsening
mental health problems through negative perceptions about treatment options.
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“There are people who help us out, and who we
help from the crack house to the White House.”
–Senior John Muller, founder of youth
arts organization DreamCity.

Encourage seniors to give for the future

very year, the departing senior class $50,000 to get off the ground. The $58,000 will ultimately administer the endowment. The
presents a gift to the University – a collected for last year’s senior gift represented newest buildings on campus have been built to
legacy by which the class will be contributions from 32 percent of the class of United States Green Building Council Standards,
remembered as long as GW still 2006, as well as their parents. With a larger so let’s hope that future expansion will too, and
stands. Some past gifts have included familiar graduating class, it shouldn’t be a problem to that older buildings continue to be upgraded
landmarks around campus, but in recent years, exceed that figure.
with more efficient lighting, plumbing and
the gifts have been financial.
But the problem of GW apathy remains. climate control.
After a bumpy start – I shouldn’t have to The sad truth that we eventually learn is that
Finally, I’d like to call for the participation
remind seniors of the spam generated
too many students don’t give a damn of the most prominent member of the class
after the first senior gift e-mail allowed
about this campus. While it’s a very of 2007: President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg.
many students to reply to the entire
good thing that we don’t approach President Trachtenberg will already be leaving
senior class listserv with unsubscribe
University of Maryland at College Park a robust legacy behind when he retires next
messages or inane commentary – the
in terms of nihilism, it would be nice to year, but perhaps he could reach into those
Senior Class Gift Committee announced
see a mild degree of enthusiasm for deep pockets of his one more time by matching
that our class’ contribution to GW
our GW experience.
the contributions of this
will be a “Campus Green Fund.” The
Many of you are
year ’s graduating class.
money collected will help fund the
going to complain The Class Gift Committee could
Our president has already
A
NDREW
construction of new green spaces and
about the exorbitant
established a GW scholarship
recycling receptacles around campus.
tuition you paid take a cue from both the class of
for a student from Darfur,
SIDDONS
The funds will also go to upgrading
to go here, which
but he admitted in a Hatchet
COLUMNIST
campus buildings with energy efficient
makes giving back
letter to the editor that “we
infrastructure.
to GW at this point 2006 and Girls Gone Wild: a free T- cannot rest on our laurels.”
The green fund was the right choice
a harder sell. But if
Taking part in the class
out of the available options. The philosophy every member of our class shirt makes people do things they
gift this year would be an
behind a senior class gift should be to improve gives just $25, we’ll meet the
excellent opportunity for
this campus and life at GW, and this year’s minimum. The Class Gift wouldn’t otherwise do.
Trachtenberg to accomplish
gift will certainly be a step toward making Committee could take a cue
this goal.
those improvements. But the Senior Class Gift from both the class of 2006
We need to prove that
Committee should ensure that this strong idea and Girls Gone Wild: a free
we are serious about the
turns into a reality.
T-shirt makes people do things they wouldn’t legacy we leave behind by giving until it hurts.
Sadly, the senior gift doesn’t have much of otherwise do. In this case, a T-shirt for each The Senior Class Gift Committee ought to start
a mandate. Out of a senior class of nearly 2,000, donation, or any other novelty gift, would pressing us to give. Give us incentives, even
only a pathetic 250 voted for our gift (I wasn’t a be a low-cost way to generate funds for the clog our inboxes with reminders – whatever it
part of that number). What’s troubling, though endowment.
takes to make all of the members of the Class
not surprising, is that this number could be
Luckily, once the money has been given, of 2007 participate. Such motivation can help us
indicative of how many seniors will actually there seems to be a fairly solid framework make this campus something that we’ll want to
give for the gift.
in place for the management of our money. return to as future classes take our place.
Since the campus green fund is an Although our class will get to set parameters
–The writer, a senior majoring in international
endowment, by definition it will need at least for the money’s use, GW Facilities Management
affairs and anthropology, is a Hatchet columnist.

End misconceptions about suicide prevention

I

Students should realize the UCC is about help, not discipline

will never forget the phone year. With this case out of the way,
call from my parents tell- it is time for this campus to have a
ing me that my childhood dialogue about suicide and underfriend Grant had commit- stand that the counseling center is
ted suicide. After struggling with here to help students, not get them
bipolar disorder, Grant
in trouble.
lost the battle and leapt
Dr. John Dages, senior
from a 10-story building CLAYTON M. associate director of the
just blocks away from my
encouraged stuMCCLESKEY UCC,
home in Dallas. That was
dents to continue to come
COLUMNIST
one year ago today.
to the UCC, stressing that
Before Grant’s death, I
is “a safe place,” and that
had never thought much
students who seek help
about suicide, but I soon realized “will not be kicked out.” The media
that Grant was not alone. In fact, circus surrounding the Nott case
over the past 10 years, the number skewed that message, and many
of suicides among 18- to 25-year- students are worried that a visit to
olds has almost tripled. Suicide has the counseling center may result in
nearly become an epidemic, yet it is disciplinary action.
not something we are comfortable
Under Dages’ leadership, GW
discussing.
recently received a federal grant for
This issue is especially perti- the establishment of a 24/7 depresnent now, as GW has settled a sion and suicide hotline, which
lawsuit brought by Jordan Nott, a students can reach by calling 202GW student who alleged that he 994-5300. The hotline had already
was suspended from GW in 2004 received 60 after-hours calls as of
because he discussed depression September. That means 60 of our
and general thoughts of suicide classmates reached out, perhaps at
with University counselors. The a critical moment, and heard a lifeNott case overshadowed much of saving voice on the other end of
the University Counseling Center’s the line.
efforts in the wake of a string of suiThe UCC has also helped to
cides during the 2003-2004 school facilitate
communication
on

depression and suicide, offering
depression diagnosis on National
Depression Screening Day, which
occurred Oct. 5.
Unfortunately, the Nott case led
to a tragic miscommunication about
the UCC. We can no longer afford to
harbor misconceptions about treatment for mental illness. The UCC’s
purpose is in no way to remove
students from school or get them
in trouble. The center seeks to act
in the best interest of students, yet
some students seem to think that
the counseling center is out to get
them.
While the University stands
ready to help students, we undergraduates need to feel comfortable coming forward. It is crucial
that organizations such as the GW
Suicide Prevention Action Network
(GW-SPAN) play an active role
on campus, promoting discussion
and acting as ambassadors for the
UCC through panels and other
events aimed at increasing awareness. Likewise, the administration
should give continued funding
to the UCC’s suicide prevention
and education programs, so that
students have a place to turn in
moments of crisis.

As I discussed Grant’s death
and suicide with people around
campus, a surprising number of
people mentioned a loss of a friend
or relative who killed him/herself.
With suicide rates on the rise, we
must recognize that it’s fine to talk
about suicide and the pain associated with losing a loved one to
mental illness.
Grant, along with several members of the University over the past
several years, may have lost the
struggle with mental illness, but
we must take the lessons learned
from their deaths to improve the
situation on campus. Grant’s death
reminded me of just how valuable
true friendship is, and I encourage everyone to reach out to your
friends, make yourselves available
to those who need your help.
Communication is the key, and
here at GW, we have the tools for
dialogue. With the Nott case finally
over, I hope that we as a campus
will support and better understand
the counseling center ’s role in
encouraging mentally ill students
to stay in the fight.
–The writer, a sophomore majoring in international affairs, is a
Hatchet columnist.

for Clayton McCleskey to voice his
misogynistic opinions on women’s
clothing (“Let’s not be ugly Colonials,”
Oct. 26, p. 4)?
First of all, the author attacks
women’s fashion specifically for being
“ugly” and “unprofessional” without
recognizing the overwhelming numbers of men on campus who show
up to class in caps and pajama pants.
Leggings – typically worn under a skirt
or a long tunic – are part of a “look,”
whereas pajamas declare, “I don’t care
enough to get dressed for this.”
Second, he is also attacking women

who do not fit his concept of ideal
feminine attractiveness. Who is the
author to determine which women
should be allowed to wear any article
of clothing?
There are too many sources today
telling women what they should wear
and look like, and the opinions page
of The Hatchet should not contribute to this. What makes the author’s
piece newsworthy? In the future, leave
opinions pieces to issues that actually
matter.
–Katie Bolton
junior

letters to the editor
No question on co-ed housing

Want your opinion
to be heard?

QUOTABLE

I read the news article in The
Hatchet about GW’s ban on co-ed
housing (“Females forced out of co-ed
suite,” Oct. 26, p. 1) with amusement
– amusement that co-ed housing is
still an issue in this day and age.
I am a faculty member who will be
50 in four years. Twenty-seven years
ago, I lived in on-campus housing
at Swarthmore College. Co-ed dorms
were the norm throughout that school.
But in the one house I lived in, an
on-campus experimental living community, we went a step further and

had co-ed suites.
Perhaps such an arrangement contributed to lascivious behavior; I don’t
think so. I think that, on the contrary, it
contributed to a more respectful relationship between the sexes. Perhaps
GWU can catch up to the times, or at
least to 1979.
–Shawn McHale
Associate professor of history and
international affairs

Stay serious on opinions page
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Students run for charity Comics mock politics
Undergraduates fundraise for nonproﬁts

by Nic Gershman
Hatchet Reporter

Last January, junior Marissa Cohen ran in a Miami
marathon to benefit the Whitman-Walker Clinic, an organization that provides support
for people diagnosed with
HIV/AIDS.
She is one of several students who participate in marathons around the country.
“I had never run even a
mile before I started training,
so it was a big step,” Cohen
said. “I wasn’t sure that I was
going to do it when I signed
up, but then I tried it and just
got hooked.”
The
Miami
marathon
raised $1.1 million from D.C.
participants alone.
The runners begin training months before their scheduled events and are divided
into pace groups that train as
a unit.
Junior Andrew Teig, who
competed in this same 26.2mile race in Miami, said he
valued the training sessions.
“(We) all taught each other techniques together,” Teig
said. “It was really you and
your group running together
the whole time, and I became
really good friends with everyone (in my pace group) even
though they were a lot older
than I was.”
Cohen found the social aspect rewarding as well.
“It’s a really emotional experience, and a lot of people
were first-time runners ...
(When) you spend hours and
hours doing something really
physical, you get close really
quickly, and the only thing
you can do to pass the time is
tell stories.”
Junior Kristen Hawley, who
has competed in many shorter

races for a variety of charities, strategy to solicit donations.
recruited friends and drew in“I sent e-mails to everyone
spiration from them.
in my address book ... friends
“I’ve done a couple races from high school, college, proby myself,” Hawley said, “and fessors, etc ... My mother sent
its just not as good of a feeling around an e-mail in her school
as crossing the finish line and district, (and additionally I)
having your roommates there, posted my fundraising website
or you sisters there, or just oth- on my AIM, Gmail, Facebook
er people who are working for ... the whole nine yards.”
the cause with you.”
“I guess I know a lot of reSome GW students said ally generous people,” Cohen
they found small numbers of said.
other college students particiWhen it comes to running
pating in the races.
the marathon, however, famJohn Beach, the program ily and friends can only do so
representative for the National much.
AIDS Marathon Training Pro“You start contemplating
gram, which organizes several whether you’d rather die then
events like these across the keep going,” Cohen added.
country, estimated that of the “You have to push through
210 competitors from the D.C. that for a few minutes and then
area, there were approximate- after a while you’re not even
ly 30 college students in last thinking about it. Your legs
January’s Miami race.
are moving but your mind’s
One cain a different
veat of charplace, because
ity marathon
if your mind
“I was heaving and
participation
was
with
is that the
you for all
crying and ﬁnally I
runners each
26 miles, you
have to raise
would be in
ﬁ
nished,
and
I
remember
money
for
hell.”
the charity Teig said
it was the best
$2,500 is the
he had a simifeeling afterward.”
minimum
lar
difficult
requirement
moment in the
for the Miami
race that stood
ANDREW TEIG
race.
out.
JUNIOR
“I fortu“ A f t e r
nately
did
mile 22 I was
not
have
dead. I started
trouble raiswalking, and
ing money at all,” Cohen said. I said, ‘You know what? I’m
“I just sent out one big mass just going to walk the rest.’
e-mail to everyone I knew and But somehow I just got wind
the donation came pouring in. to run two straight miles,
I was shocked.”
quickly, sprint through. I was
Deena Mencow, a gradu- heaving and crying and finally
ate student who trained for the I finished, and I remember it
Marine Corps Marathon last was the best feeling afterward,
week to benefit the Organiza- the best feeling of accomplishtion for Autism Research, said ment, everyone cheering for
she used a very comprehensive you.” n

Analysts call midterms

GSPM hosts 2006
Election Forecasting Panel
to discuss Nov. 7 races
by Karelia Pallan
Hatchet Reporter

About 40 journalists, Capitol
Hill staffers and students attended the Graduate School of Political
Management’s 2006 Election
Forecasting Panel Tuesday morning on the Hill.
The panelists focused on the
key races and strategies used by
both Democrats and Republicans
hoping to win House and Senate
seats. The event was broadcast
live on C-SPAN.
The panel, which was
moderated by the GSPM Dean
Christopher Arterton, took into
account recent polls and trends.
“These are scary times for
many people in the room, especially Republicans,” Arterton
said, referring to the opinion that
Democrats will gain seats in both
chambers on the Nov. 7 midterm
elections.
“Democrats are poised, no
question, to take control of the
House. The Senate is harder to
predict, but it’s a possibility,” said
Peter Fenn, the founder of the
political and public affairs media
firm Fenn Communications
Group.

SA
from p. 1
added that he has been working
with the University do devise a
plan for the nearly 5,000-square
foot space.
“We are pushing hard to have
a portion of the revenue brought in
through the addition of reservable
space to be put toward student organizations or student activities,”
Lasky said.
“This would not only solve
part of the funding crisis facing the
SA and student organizations on
campus, but would also reafﬁrm
the University’s commitment to
students amidst the challenge of
SASS budget cuts.”
Lasky said he has been compiling input from different student
organizations and leaders about
what they would like to see done
with the space.
“Students have said that they
want a comfortable space where
they can relax, socialize or study,
while at the same time, there is a
signiﬁcant demand for additional
performing arts space.”
Michael Peller, the managing
director of the Marvin Center, said
that no decisions have been made.
“There are a number of topics on the table,” he said. “We’ve
been getting the sense of peoples’
thoughts, and we’re looking for
things that are in the best interest
of the student body.”
Both Peller and Lasky said that
they hope to reach a ﬁnal decision
by the end of the semester. n

Some panelists said that
Democrats may pick up a couple
of seats, but that Republicans will
maintain majorities in both the
House and the Senate. Edward
Grefe, administrative director
of GSPM’s external programs,
said this could be because of the
advantage incumbents have over
challengers.
“I think (Republicans) are
going to hold both houses.
Historically, people do not like
Congress but still vote for their
own congressperson and senator. We will get our people to the
polls,” he said.
The panelists also discussed
the implications of recent events,
such as the scandals involving
Mark Foley, the congressman
who resigned after inappropriate Internet conversations with
Congressional pages surfaced,
and Jack Abramoff, a former lobbyist who plead guilty to felony
counts. The Bush administration’s policies in Iraq were also
discussed extensively.
“Unfortunately
for
Republicans, there is a national
wave about to crash. Voters want
to send George Bush a message:
they’re not happy with his leadership,” Fenn said. According
CNN, Bush’s approval rating is
currently at 37 percent.
“Corruption has soured
people on Congress,” said Mark
Mellman, president and CEO of
the Mellman Group, a research

organization that gauges the
trends of voters. “It is the confluence of these factors that
make the wave we are about to
see so very powerful.”
Grefe remained optimistic.
“I don’t think the American people are about to abandon their
leader,” he said.
Rhodes Cook, the editor
of “The Rhodes Cook Letter,”
which tracks election results,
predicts an increase in votes for
both sides, but said the variable
is which group draws more to
the polls.
“That will decide which
party will be tricked and which
party will be treated,” he said.
One possible key to this
year’s Nov. 7 election could be
the swaying of the independent
voter.
“Elections are about turnout
and persuasion. Republicans are
keeping their base, but independents are heading towards
Democrats,” Fenn said.
GSPM released the GW
Battleground Poll last month
which stated that 62 percent
of people think the country is
on the wrong track, two percent of participants believe that
the country is worse off than
it was four years ago, and 46
percent said that the Democrats
in Congress will do a better
job than the Republicans in
Congress with their top concerns. n

Comedy group “Stand
up for Peace” jokes about
Mideast stereotypes
by Victoria Fosdal
Hatchet Reporter

The political comedy group
“Stand Up For Peace” cracked
jokes in the Marvin Center Tuesday
night about a topic that might seem
pretty difﬁcult to laugh at – the
Middle East conﬂict.
The comedy group, which includes two actors, Scott Blakeman
and Dean Obeidallah, drew an audience of about 200 people. Blakeman and Obeidallah began performing together in 2002 and have
since appeared on Comedy Central,
Late Night with David Letterman,
20/20, CBS’s The Morning Show
and the Conan O’Brien Show.
“Our show tries to dispel stereotypes,” said Blakeman, who is
Jewish. Blakeman and Obeidallah,
an Arab American, said they use
their comedy as a way to bring
people with differing beliefs together.
At the performance, the two
spoke on issues ranging from terrorism and the U.S.A. PATRIOT
Act, to the upcoming midterm elections. Both comedians performed a
small introduction and then separate monologues, coming together
once again to answer questions at
the conclusion of their show.
Obeidallah, who performed
Alex Ellis/Hatchet photographer
ﬁrst, focused much of his routine Comedian Dean Obeidallah jokes about politics and the Middle
on his experiences and perspecEast Tuesday night in the Marvin Center. He and comedian Scott
tives as an Arab American.
“You know what it’s like being Blakeman are part of the comedy group “Stand Up for Peace.”
Arab with a Muslim name living in
America (after Sept. 11)? I need a rather it is a place in society. Unlike Thurston Hall,” Blakeman said.
Blakeman also stressed, to resihug!” He continued by describing the reality for individuals of other
the ways people have confronted skin tones, he said if a few white dents of places other than the Dishim since Sept. 11, asking questions people do something wrong, the trict, the importance of exercising
like, “Why are your people so an- entire population is not held re- our constitutional right to vote.
“In the Congo, it was pourgry all the time?” or “Oh, you’re an sponsible. Obedidallah used Timothy McVeigh, as an example of this ing and people were being shot at,
Arab – but you look so nice.”
yet they still went to vote. In New
On the topic of ﬂying after stereotype.
As Blakeman took the stage York people don’t vote when it’s
Sept. 11, he said: “More people
would rather ﬂy with snakes on a in the comedy show’s second half, partially cloudy,” Blakeman said.
The two comedians concluded
the topic of discussion shifted more
plane than with Muslims.”
Obedidallah did make a seri- toward politics. He discussed the on a more serious note, reminding
ous point about racism in spite of intimate scenes in Virginia Senate audience members that as Americans we must speak our minds to
the evening’s generally jovial tone. candidate Jim Webb’s novel.
“In fact, many of the sex scenes prompt changes in government
He reminded audience members
that “white” is not a skin color, (in Webb’s novel) take place in and policy. n
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Student fundraising for Gallaudet ends

Support for protesters
stops after incoming
president ousted
by Bryan Han
Hatchet Reporter

Student efforts to raise money in support of protesters at
Gallaudet University halted Sunday when the school’s board of
trustees voted to rescind the appointment of incoming president
Jane Fernandes.
The board’s move was in response to protests by students,
faculty, alumni and others that
rocked Gallaudet, the nation’s
premier deaf university, this past
month. Students were arrested
Oct. 13 for blockading university entrances in a campus-wide
protest that included taking over
classroom buildings and staging
sit-ins.
Opponents of Fernandes’
nomination criticized the presi-

dential search pool’s lack of
diversity and Fernandes leadership and personality qualities.
Protesters claimed Fernandes
was not in tune with deaf culture
because she was able to speak
at birth, unlike most of the university population, and did not
learn American sign language
until the age of 23.
GW student leaders helped
protesters last month, after Student Association President Lamar Thorpe visited students at
Gallaudet. Thorpe asked Andrew Cooper, SA vice president
of public affairs, to chair the SA
relief effort for Gallaudet students.
Cooper, a sophomore, personally paid for nearly $300
worth of supplies, including 20
bags of coal, 30 blankets, lighter
ﬂuid and matches.
“We also had people there,
students who were particularly
interested in Gallaudet themselves, to aid in their protests
and their rallies,” Cooper said.

“The initial amount of resources
were donations given by private
students.”
Because of opposition toward
using SA funds for the relief effort, other student organizations
such as GW Democrats were
asked to help collect money and
supplies, Cooper said. Although
the situation was resolved before
further help was needed, the GW
Democrats were prepared to donate for the cause, said Todd Jasper, GW Democrats president.
“When it comes down to
what we did, it was little. We
didn’t raise a bunch of money,
and we didn’t go over there and
donate a bunch of supplies,”
Jasper said. “We monitored the
situation very carefully and were
poised to act.”
He said he thought the protesters’ victory was important for
GW’s own presidential search
process.
“What’s ultimately good is
that this could never happen to
GW, and it should renew our

commitment to being transparent and reaching out to the community and looking for support,”
Jasper said.
The American Sign Language
Club also started a campaign to
help Gallaudet protesters earlier
this month. The group, which
brings GW students together to
practice ASL and attend events to
develop an appreciation for deaf
culture, held a donation drive for
pre-packaged food, coal, water
bottles and blankets. The group
received no donations before the
protests ended, said Kelly Mahon, co-president of the club.
“We’re happy that the students got what they wanted,”
Mahon, a junior, wrote in an email. “We believe that the deaf
community knows what’s best
for itself, and if they felt that their
representative was inadequate,
then we respect that viewpoint.”
The club’s faculty sponsor,
speech and hearing professor
Curtis Robbins, also supported
the Gallaudet student protesters.

Robbins, a Gallaudet graduate
and faculty member for 11 years,
said opposition to Fernandes
was not just about her disconnect
with deaf culture.
“It’s a very legitimate protest, because in all the years she
has been an administrator, she
has caused a lot of academic
problems,” he said. “She cut a lot
of programs and didn’t relate to
faculty at all.”
When Fernandes was administering pre-college programs
and when she was provost, many
programs were cut that angered
parents and staff, Robbins said.
He added that he believed the
decision to reject Fernandes was
inevitable.
He dismissed the idea that
the protests occurred because of
doubts about Fernandes’ deafness. “I seriously think that Jane
Fernandes’ ouster is essentially
not about her ASL skills or her
deafness, but about her administrative and people skills, which
left a lot to be desired.” n

Some Places We Fly:
Albuquerque

(Just an hour away from Santa Fe)

Austin
Baltimore/Washington (BWI)
Boston (See Manchester or Providence)
Chicago (Midway)
Denver
Ft. Lauderdale

(22 miles to downtown Miami)

Harlingen/South Padre Island
Las Vegas
Long Island
Los Angeles (LAX)

ONE-WAY WITH 14-DAY ADVANCE PURCHASE
Fares do not include a federal excise tax of $3.30 per takeoff and landing.

WHEN YOU PURCHASE AT SOUTHWEST.COM®

Manchester

(A better way to Boston)

Miami (See Ft. Lauderdale)
Oakland

(18 miles to downtown San Francisco)

CRIMELOG
Disorderly Conduct
10/29/06 – 12:15 a.m.
– 2000 block of L Street
– case closed
A GW 4-RIDE driver
observed what he believed
to be a fight involving about
20 individuals. The driver
notified University Police,
and a UPD dispatcher
contacted the Metropolitan
Police Department. UPD
arrived on the scene and
ordered the individuals
to leave the area, which
they did by the time MPD
arrived.
Referred to MPD
Drug Law Violation
10/28/06 – 12:15 a.m.
– The Dakota – case
closed
UPD officers responded to a
call about a suspicious odor.
The community director
was notified and conducted
an administrative search of
the room. Three underage
male students were found
in the room with various
bottles and cans of alcohol
and less than a gram of
marijuana. The alcohol and
drugs were confiscated.
Referred to Student Judicial
Services
10/24/06 – 2:05 a.m.
– Mitchell Hall – case
closed
A UPD officer on patrol
smelled marijuana coming
from a room in Mitchell Hall.
The officer knocked on the
door, and a male student
answered. The marijuana
was in plain view, and the
community director was
contacted. The director
conducted an administrative search, and five grams
of marijuana in two different
packages were found. In
addition, there were several
joints that had already been
rolled, which were also confiscated.
Referred to SJS
Liquor Law Violation
10/28/06 – 1:00 a.m.
– Potomac Hall – case
closed
UPD responded to a possible fight in progress, and
upon arrival officers found
no fight. Before clearing the
scene, the officers heard an
excessive amount of noise
coming from a room. One
individual answered the
door and apologized for the
noise. It was apparent to
the officers that two of the
four students in the room
were intoxicated. The two
intoxicated students were
transported to GW Hospital
for further medical attention.
Referred to SJS
–compiled by Ashley
Roberts

TONIC
from p. 1

Orlando
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Providence

(A better way to Boston)

Reno/Tahoe
Salt Lake City
San Diego
Wanna get away? Now you can. Fly Southwest Airlines for just $49–$159 one-way when
you purchase at southwest.com. Be sure to purchase your ticket at least 14 days in advance
and by November 16, 2006. Seats are limited. Fares may vary by destination and day of
travel and won’t be available on some flights that operate during very busy travel times.

San Jose

(San Francisco South Bay Area)

Seattle/Tacoma
Tampa Bay
Washington Dulles International
West Palm Beach

Fares do not include airport-assessed passenger facility charge (PFC) of up to $9 and a federal September 11th Security Fee of up to $5 one-way per person. Published service
only. Some flights operated by ATA Airlines. Tickets are nonrefundable but may be applied toward future travel on Southwest Airlines. Fares are subject to change
until ticketed. Any change in itinerary may result in an increase in fare. Fares are combinable with other Southwest Airlines fares, excluding Senior Fares. If combining with
other fares, the most restrictive fare’s rules apply. Fares not available through Group Desk. Service to and from Hawaii excluded. ©2004, 2006 Southwest Airlines Co.

HAVE YOU DOWNLOADED

YET?

It delivers our hottest deals directly to your desktop. Get it at southwest.com.

Service may not be available from all cities.
Southwest-operated, published service only.

The Foggy Bottom/West
End Advisory Neighborhood
Commission voted to oppose
the restaurant this summer, citing concerns with legal issues
and late hours.
Pollak said the original
submission, which put closing
times as late as 3 a.m., is open
to negotiations. He said hours
might be scaled back due to
community members’ concerns
raised at ANC hearings.
“We’re hopeful to come to
any conclusion and agreement,”
Pollak said.
The University is willing to
incorporate input from Foggy
Bottom residents into the plan
for the restaurant and bar,
said Nancy Haaga, director of
Campus Support Services.
“Representatives from the
University and TONIC are
working with the ANC and
interested community members
to address concerns that have
been raised with respect to the
application filed by TONIC,”
Haaga wrote in an e-mail.
Freshman
Harry
Baumgarten said the alcohol
would provide more of a disruption than a benefit for the
community.
“While there are some benefits to it, such as it would be
open late and its location is phenomenal, its detractors overweigh its good,” he said. “The
type of environment it would
bring to the campus is not what
GW’s looking for.”
Sophomore Cielo Villasenor
said she thought TONIC would
be a perfect addition to GW’s
campus.
“I think it would be a good
idea for a number of reasons,”
she said. “The first one being
that having a go-out place on
campus makes it safer for students. Secondly, it would be convenient and quite pleasant.”n
–David Ceasar contributed to
this report.
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See the glorious “moviefilm” of Kazakhstan

Jagshemash: “Borat” manages to splendidly offend everyone it possibly can
by Maura Judkis
Special Projects Editor

It’s a good thing that the blatantly offensive, raunchy film “Borat: Cultural Learnings of America
for Make Benefit Glorious Nation
of Kazakhstan” has received almost
universal high-fives from critics. For
if the “moviefilm” were to do poorly, says its hero, Kazakh journalist
Borat Sagdiyev, “I will be execute.”
Talk about high stakes.
The wildly popular character,
played by comedian Sacha Baron
Cohen of “Da Ali G Show,” embarks
on a tour of the U.S. to make a documentary about America for Kazakhstan, and while in New York, realizes his true calling – to meet actress
Pamela Anderson and make a “sexy
time explosion” with her. So he convinces his rotund producer Azamat,
played by Ken Davitian, to drive
cross-country in an ice cream truck
with a grizzly bear so that he can go
to L.A. and take Pam’s supposed virginity.
Along the way, Borat encounters
feminists, Southern belles, Pentecostals, fraternity boys, and, to his
horror, Jews. And to the audience’s
delight, he shocks, dumbfounds and
horrifies all of the above. After a lesson in Southern etiquette, Borat invites a prostitute as his date to dinner, and carries a plastic bag of his
own excrement to the table. He tells
appalled feminists about how the
brains of squirrels in Kazakhstan are
bigger than those of women. He goes
to a suburban yard sale to collect
gypsy tears – which he says can remove curses and also prevent AIDS.
Though a few of the characters
Borat encounters come off as actors,

Courtesy Twentieth Century Fox

A group of villagers listen to Borat hold forth on something, quite possibly something incredibly racist, sexist and/or
anti-Semitic. Sacha Baron Cohen, who plays the incorrigible Kazakh, has created a piece sure to appall a wide array
of people without a sense of humor. For the rest of us, the ﬁlm offers plenty of laughs and a good lesson in irony.
rather than genuinely duped denizens, the comedy is still top-notch.
When Borat chooses to stay in a bed
and breakfast, he and Azmat find out
halfway through the night that they
are sleeping in the home of Jews. Two
cockroaches appear on their floor as
the terrified men cower underneath

their sheets. “The Jews have shifted
their shape!” says the terrified journalist, who begins to throw fistfuls
of money at the cockroaches before
sprinting out of the home, pastrami
sandwich untouched.
Some of the scenarios have been
done before on the show, like the

conversation with feminists and an
etiquette lesson, but with new victims, they feel fresh. It’s hard not
to feel bad for a few – especially the
unwitting Alan Keyes, who, during
a brief stop in Washington, Borat
meets to discuss gay sex and dubs
the politician “A real chocolate-face

The Decemberists style stays the same

New season of “The
OC”: so bad, it hurts

Portland band expands
sound, keeps weirdness
by Sonja Vitow
Hatchet Reporter

AN ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE FOR THE
CASH-STRAPPED COLLEGE STUDENT

$5 - $10 - $20

As the lights dimmed, the crowd
inside the 9:30 Club waited expectantly for the Decemberists to come
on stage. Instead, a narrator ’s voice
boomed throughout the club, encouraging patrons to picture themselves
on a rocky precipice, and praising the
construct of the building, reminding
everyone that it was built by a team
of “nubile eunuchs.” The brief monologue ended as the voice recounted
the tale of “six windswept travelers”
and the band sauntered on stage and
began to play.
At the very least, this was a unique
way to open a concert, and at the most it
was wildly bizarre. This is what we’ve
come to expect and adore from the Decemberists, and I frankly would have
been disappointed by anything less.
The band, which released its fourth
album, “The Crane Wife,” earlier this
year, recently made the jump from indie record label Kill Rock Stars to major label Capitol. Many long-time fans
were concerned that this switch would
limit the Decemberists’ trademark
originality and relinquish the band
to a more mainstream sound, but this
fear holds no legitimacy in the tragically themed “The Crane Wife.”
Lead singer Colin Meloy’s unapologetically nasal voice chants complicated lyrics that incorporate vocabulary
that would make a Scrabble champion
tremble. An impressive array of instruments and willingly innovative musicians includes Jenny Conlee on accordion, Chris Funk on pedal steel guitar,
Nate Query on upright bass and Ezra
Holbrook on drums. A new member
of the group, Lisa Milarino, added a
surprisingly powerful but not unwelcome presence to the band, supporting
Meloy’s vocals and proving herself to
be a richly poignant violinist.

As they began with
“Crane Wife 3,” the
opener to their new
album, it became rapidly apparent that the
Decemberists are not
a studio band. The
audience, captivated,
joined Meloy during
each chorus, intoning
“and I will hang my
head, hang my head
low” like some sort of
common mantra. They
went on to play all but
two songs from their
new album, occasionally breaking for an old
favorite such as “Song
for Myla Goldberg”
(“Her Majesty,” 2003),
“July, July!” (“Castaways and Cutouts,”
2002) and “We Both Go
Down Together” (“Picaresque,” 2005).
The quality of the
performance was intensely heightened by
the
enthusiastically
Alex Ellis/Hatchet photographer
charismatic band mem- Lead singer Colin Meloy and the Decemberists peddled
bers. Holbrook engaged their lit rock at 9:30 Club in a unique performance.
in witty repartee with
Meloy, who seemed to
be having more fun than anyone else the rest of his band to the middle of the
at the concert Throughout the per- audience, where they performed handformance Meloy, frequently sipping stands, writhed like dead ﬁsh on the
a glass of red wine, would engage in ﬂoor and drummed their way through
contact with the crowd. At one point he a venue packed with fans.
took a fan’s digital camera and danced
For the show’s too-soon conclusion,
around the stage taking pictures of the the band played the hauntingly quirky
band, and during another song he bor- “A Cautionary Song” (“Castaways and
rowed a cell phone from someone in Cutouts”), a morbid, balladic lullaby
the crowd, made a call and sang into that seemed to be the perfect ﬁnish to
the phone. During the political favor- a prodigious performance. Although
ite “16 Military Wives” (“Picaresque,” the Decemberists are going through
2005), Meloy stopped the song to hold changes, their eccentric performance
a red state versus blue state sing-off. At reassured fans that the idiosyncrasies
a later point in the evening, he directed they love are not being manipulated. n

If you have

$5

Get off at the Friendship Heights
Metro stop, and go to he American
City Movie Diner at 5532 Connecticut
Ave. N.W . for some food and fun.
Grab a burger and a milkshake for
dinner (or similarly unhealthy fare –
you’re not allowed to eat something
that won’t kill you at a diner, it’s
like a law), and stick around for that
evening’s film, the gloriously tacky
“Grease.” The food will cost you,
but the movie is free, so scrounge up
enough change to get a bite to eat and
then hand-jive the night away. n

If you have

$10

Grab two more, and head to
Jammin’ Java, featured in last
week’s Hatchet (get off at Vienna,
and take a cab or a bus to 27 Maple
Ave. East), to see Joseph Arthur do
his best Nick Drake impression.
Arthur makes music designed to
be used in shows about pretty
rich kids, but if you can get over
this association with every heartwrenching scene between Buffy
and Chip in the past five years
or so, you find some sweet songs,
sleepy but lingering. n

– no makeup!” Also, be prepared for
the most vile of all nude scenes in
any film of this decade. A hint: it’s
not between Borat and Pam Anderson.
Borat tells us what’s wrong with
America in a way Stephen Colbert
and Jon Stewart never could. From
finding southern rodeo cowboys who
speak openly about killing Muslims,
to requesting a 9 mm handgun for
protection against the Jews, Cohen is
able to get people to speak candidly
about prejudices that many Americans thought ended decades ago.
Even his clueless mispronunciations
carry weight: “I support your war of
terror,” he says to the rodeo crowd.
But what will this film mean
for the character of Borat? After the
publicity blitz for the film, Cohen
will certainly have difficulty finding
anyone across America who isn’t already familiar with his pranks. The
jig is up – it’s hard to imagine that a
“Borat II” is possible – or any further
appearances of the character, for that
matter. It may be time for Cohen to
take on one of his other pet personas, and with talk of a film about
Bruno, his gay, fashionable alter ego,
circulating, that may be exactly what
happens.
Despite the Kazakh government’s ire over Cohen’s portrayal
of their country (he depicts the annual “Running of the Jew,” where
children are encouraged to smash
the “Jew-egg” before it hatches), Borat’s satire is biting and smart, and
will spawn at least a dozen irritating
catchphrases. But for all the veiled
lessons about misogyny and racism,
the “moviefilm” really is, after all, a
sexy time. As Borat himself would
say, “High-five.” n

by Jeffrey Parker
Arts Editor
When the DVD with “The
Avengers,” the first episode of
the new season of “The OC,”
came into The Hatchet’s office
last week, I picked it up, figuring I’d check it out and then let
someone else write about it who
cared more about the show than
I do, or maybe not have an article
on it at all. After all, the beginning of a season for the TV show
might not exactly be newsworthy, and I figured quite frankly
that Fox just wanted some free
advertising.
I was wrong. I mean, I think
Fox probably did want free advertising, but I was wrong about
this not deserving coverage.
So, at the risk of offering some
nice juicy publicity to a show
that doesn’t need it, well here it
is. Try putting this up as a pull
quote on your Web site, guys:
“THE OC” MAKES MY SOUL
HURT.
I am offended by the fact
that I wasted 45 minutes of my
life watching this episode, 45
minutes that I will never get
back because of this wretched,
soulless, utterly and irredeemably humorless drama-fest. The
fourth season of the popular
teen soap opera begins tonight
on Fox at 9 p.m., and the only
thing it accomplishes is proving
that the show needs to die like
Marissa Cooper (Mischa Barton).
Incidentally,
the
show
doesn’t miss Barton. The rest
of the cast does, though, as they
can no longer look like freaking
Richard Attenborough just for
being able to not screw up their

If you have

lines, what with the contender
for Worst Actress in the Entire
World now gone.
Now, I’m no elitist here; I
take the show at face value. It’s
a ludicrous soap opera with
absurd plotlines and occasionally clever dialogue and Peter
Gallagher ’s terribly impressive
eyebrows. Or it was. Now it’s
just a ludicrous soap opera with
absurd plotlines, and no matter
how impressive they are, Peter Gallagher ’s eyebrows just
aren’t enough (I do think we
should lobby for them to get a
separate section in the title sequence though, as they display
more thespian range than 80%
of the cast). Maybe they fired
the writers so they could afford more custom-fitted vintage
shirts for Adam Brody. I don’t
know, but something’s gone terribly wrong.
In the past, the ridiculous
plotlines actually served the
show, or at least made it eminently watch-able. The way they
telegraphed Kirsten’s drinking problem over the course of
season two – just watch for her
glass of wine in every scene –
was pure cheese glory, and then
there was the payoff of getting
to watch the Very Special Substance Abuse episode that was
mostly just an excuse for her
father, Caleb, to demonstrate
his accreditation at the Keanu
Reeves School of Acting during the intervention, that went
something like this:
“I’m a good mother,” Kirsten
says.
“But you’re also an alcoholic,” responds Caleb, with all the
See THE OC, p. 8

$20

Beg, borrow, or steal (okay, maybe not steal, we at the $5-$10-$20
don’t advocate the commitment
of felonies or misdemeanors) another $5, and get over to 9:30 Club
tonight to see Method Man rock
the mic. Yes, he was prominently
involved in “Method & Red” and
“How High,” but you’re not going
to see him act, you’re going to see
him rap, and well, dude was in
Wu Tang Clan. Do you really need
to know anything else? Yeah, we
didn’t think so. n

by Jeﬀrey
Parker
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GW takes over the Woodies
by Jeffrey Parker
Arts Editor

Courtesy Sony Pictures Classics

Julie Walters as Evie and Rupert Grint as Ben bond on the road. Walters does wonderfully with the
role of the eccentric Evie, but Grint has a hard time stepping out of Ron Weasley’s shadow.

Mixed results of “Driving Lessons”

Coming of age ﬁlm pleasing but conventional
by Hadas Gold
Hatchet Reporter
When I was ﬁrst learning to
drive, I would grip the steering
wheel with death-white hands,
my arms completely stiff from
the shoulder down. My father,
sitting at my side, would attempt
in a calm and soothing voice to
ease my tension. No luck – I was
terriﬁed of driving. But, as it goes
with anything, after some weeks
of practice I became more comfortable and conﬁdent with the idea of
driving a large machine that could
kill not only me, but also many
others around me.
The main character of “Driving Lessons,” 17-year-old Ben,
played by Rupert Grint, is much
worse at driving than I ever was.
But Ben has bigger problems to
worry about besides his scary lack
of coordination or basic steering
skills.
The movie opens with scenes
of slightly cultish Christian youth
group-type activities, involving
singing and dancing in a circle.

Ben participates in all of these by
force of his Bible-preaching, holierthan-thou mother, played by Laura Linney. With a submissive priest
as a father, it’s no wonder Ben has
some problems socializing, especially with girls.
Ben takes up a summer job
with old, washed-out actress
Dame Evie, played by Julie Walters. Evie is eccentric, and wacky,
much like everyone’s crazy great
aunt. As expected, what starts out
as an awkward and uncomfortable
arrangement for Ben turns into a
heartfelt bond between the two.
What ensues are adventures in
cars with Ben and Evie, ﬁrst-time
sexual encounters between Ben
and a 20-something-year-old, and
of course the development of Ben
from a shy, nervous and obedient
little boy into a young man able
to stand up for what he believes is
right.
While attempting to overlook
the fact that I love any man with
a British accent, I sat down and
chatted with the charming director of “Driving Lessons,” Jeremy

Brock. The movie is loosely based
on Brock’s own life; at one point he
worked for Dame Peggy Ashcroft.
“I would say the movie is
50/50 based on my life. Ben is like
how I was, very geeky and shy,”
Brock said. “When you write, even
if it is based on your life, you turn
it into ﬁction. You remember your
life how you want to remember
it.”
It took six years, for “Driving
Lessons” to happen – from idea to
premiere.
“It (the process) was wonderful, the cheapest therapy I’ve ever
had,” Brock said.
Brock raved about all his actors, saying that he could “not
imagine not having this cast.”
However, any director would
probably say the same thing about
their actors. Overall, “Driving Lessons” is cast quite well. Laura Linney pulls off the uptight, Bible-toting, priest’s wife with a little dirty
secret decently well; at least her
English accent is perfect.

“I think it’ll be a lot more guys with a lot more
hair and a lot less gold and platinum, and maybe better music, I don’t know.” Los Angeles underground
rapper MURS was the ﬁrst one down the red carpet
(which wasn’t red so much as black and sparkly) at
last Wednesday’s MTV-U Woodie Awards, and he
summed up the spirit of the show better than anyone
else there.
The Woodies offered a display of musical fare not
normally seen at major awards shows. The Roseland
Ballroom in New York City was packed with artists
and the college students who put them there, and the
eclecticism was stunning: great hip hop hope Lupe
Fiasco discoursed on the state of the game (it’s going
South), English scrap rockers the Subways contemplated being at a Chicago blues bar, and Lady Sovereign, a sort of hip hop Eliza Doolittle, could be seen
in the audience on a handler’s shoulders being very,
very drunk. The only thing everyone seemed to have
in common was that they were incredibly geeked to
see Beck perform. And why not? I mean, the man
had puppets with him as part of his show.
I got to take this all in after winning the MTV-U/
College Publisher AA Press Pass to the Woodies contest, a national college rock journalism competition.
Last Wednesday, I hopped on a train out of Union
Station destined for Gotham, and what I found when
I got there didn’t disappoint. After dropping my baggage off and getting a reuben that was bigger than my
face at Carnegie Deli, just around the block, I headed
to the Roseland. Someone from MTV-U came downstairs, and escorted me upstairs, where I would watch
the stage come together and see Imogen Heap do her
soundcheck. After a short break, it was time to head
down to the not-so-red carpet. While there, I stood
near reporters from Seventeen, the BBC and Vibe.
Other highlights of the red carpet included Ghostface Killah talking about his new record while rocking
Seattle gear (I thought about pointing out to him that
Seattle might be the whitest city in America, but then
remembered that this guy was in Wu Tang, and can
do pretty much whatever he wants at this point) and
a member of Plain White Ts going all Joe Namath by
responded “Winning,” when asked what they were
looking forward to, and then quickly backing down

when asked if that was a guarantee (which was a
shame, since they actually won their award, Breaking
Woodie).
The real thrills occurred during the show, though.
Heap opened the show with her otherworldly “Hide
and Seek,” which sounded like it was coming from
some sort of alien cave because of her use of a harmonizer. Then the whole room got a small taste of GW,
when WRGW DJ Mark Prysler presented an award
with Slug and MURS. Prysler, who hosts “Funkadelic
Freestyles” on Tuesdays 8-10 p.m., was invited as a
presenter because of his show’s success at promoting
underground hip-hop in DC. “The fact they had college DJs like myself presenting awards and college
students on staff shows how much they care about
the youth spectrum,” Prysler said when asked about
his experience. “MTV-U is a better way of getting up
and coming talent to the people.”
Unsurprisingly, MTV-U GM Stephen Friedman
agrees. “Listen, I think when you think about the four
years that college represents, and when you think
about the difference between a 17-year-old in high
school, and an 18-year-old in college, something like
their entire world-view has changed,” he said “That’s
what we try to capture. It’s like a time when you can
experiment, everything is a little more open-ended,
everything is kind of up in the air.”
Asked about how much oversight the mother network has, Friedman was insistent on his autonomy.
“My boss who gave me the job has wanted a college
channel for the last 10-years, because we all realize we
discover the kind of music we love in college, and it’s
kind of that time that we try to capture,” he said, clearly proud of the fact that MTV-U shows actual music
videos, which is not always the case with networks
that are ostensibly centered around music.
And so it’s appropriate that the highlight of the
show had nothing to do with celebrity or entertainment, but with the music itself. I mean, sure, it was
pretty funny watching Jordan Catalano, I mean Jared
Leto, giving an award for social consciousness, but
nothing that night could touch the closing set by TV
on the Radio, all ethereal voices rising above the din
of the aural apoclaypticism they created out of thin
air. The last note sounded, the crowd stood stunned,
and I went out into the cool night air, warmed by the
reminder that it’s the music that matters. n
The Woodie Awards will air on mtvU tonight at 8 pm .

UK band the
Subways
accept the
International Woodie.
The awards
show took
place
last
Wednesday
in New York
City, and GW
was well represented at
the event’s
festivities.

See DRIVING, p. 10

Courtesy
MTV-U

Painting pictures with music
Cloud Cult create music with a conscience
by Caroline Coppel
Hatchet Reporter
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Minnesota band Cloud Cult
will be headlining at DC9 tonight, just one stop on a national
tour of over 30 cities. Cloud Cult
boasts an unusual lineup: in addition to the standard guitar,
bass and drums, the group also
has a cellist, Sarah Young, and
two vocalists who also double as
painters. Yes, that’s right – Scott
West and Connie Minowa (wife
of frontman Craig Minowa)
paint onstage during shows. In
a recent interview, Minowa commented on his band’s atypical
performances: “I like providing
concertgoers with the unexpected. Life is short, so let’s make it
interesting.”
Although their ﬁfth album,
“The Meaning of 8,” is not due for
release until March 2007, audiences may be privileged to hear tracks
from the forthcoming CD. At a recent West Coast date, Cloud Cult
recorded a rough version of a new
song, “Take Your Medicine”, for a
local radio station’s podcast; the
group is also fond of previewing
new songs during concerts. Moreover, fans of the Flaming Lips and
the Shins will enjoy tracks off their
earlier albums, especially 2005’s
“Advice from the Happy Hippopotamus.” The album, which
has been successful throughout
the past year, combines trancelike
melodies with introspective lyrics;
tracks like “A Million Things” and
“What Comes at the End” should
prove entertaining live.
Promoted as “the band that
said ‘no’ to multiple major-label
deals,” Cloud Cult’s experimental
rock is sometimes outshined by
their strong social views. In 1997,
Craig Minowa launched the environmentally conscious Earthology
Records. The label, according to its
website, attempts “to revolutionize the music industry into operat-

THE OC
from p. 7
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emotion of a box of crackers.
But this was a good thing.
“The OC” would kill for this
kind of stuff now. The best they
can come up with is a single hilarious line at the end, uttered
by Ryan (Benjamin McKenzie),

ing in an ecologically sustainable
manner”; this includes eco-friendly CD packaging and recording
studios equipped with geothermal
heating and cooling. Minowa also
refuses to consider record deals
that do not mesh with his own
environmentally sound principles;
he instead records and produces
the band’s music himself. Said Minowa of his convictions, “Taking
all you can, as fast as you can, because you can, is an ill-conceived

philosophy. Sustainability and
longevity are more important, especially concerning music and the
environment.”
Cloud Cult’s grassroots approach to recording and environmental views has set them apart
from other bands, but it is their
innovative sound and interactive
concerts that make their shows
worth seeing. Hopefully, their concert at DC 9 will both entertain and
inform. n

Courtesy Canary Promotion + Design

Minnesota group Cloud Cult prides itself on refusal to compromise their values. The band performs tonight at DC9.
who is apparently trying his
damnedest to actually become
Steven Seagal, as he’s spending his nights participating in a
ﬁght club in this episode. No,
really. He’s terribly brooding.
Yep. Totally brooding. You can
feel the pain in his heart. Or
maybe your brain. One or the
other. That’s all that’s left of the
old “OC” though.
The drinking-game caliber

“OC” is gone forever, I’m afraid.
It’s just bad now, and not funny
bad, and that’s a shame, because there are enough people
we deal with every day who are
completely out of touch with
their own sublime ridiculousness, and it was sort of nice to
have a TV show that was completely in touch with its own. n
“The OC” airs tonight at 9
p.m. on Fox.
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Losing my virginity: “Rocky Horror Picture Show”
by Rachael Baird
Hatchet Reporter

When I was about ten years old,
my dad caught me watching the
“Rocky Horror Picture Show” on television. I was clicking through the TV
channels and innocently stopped at a
scene of people dressed up in crazy
costumes. At the time, my favorite
movie was “Little Women,” starring
Susan Sarandon as the mother of the
March sisters. Yet, in total contrast,
there was Susan Sarandon on my
screen in her underwear. I was intrigued, excited and enthralled. Once
my dad realized what I was watching,
he scolded me and insisted I turn off
the TV.
Ten years later, I lost my virginity
– my “Rocky Horror Picture Show”
virginity. At ﬁrst, I was uncomfortable because I immediately noticed
how overdressed I was for such a performance: I was wearing clothes. The
show has been produced annually by
the Forbidden Planet Productions for
12 years now and was held in the Marvin Center Grand Ballroom. In that
space, it is particularly uncommon to
be surrounded by an overwhelming
number of girls in ﬁshnet stockings,

“pleather” and corsets. Most of these
girls were a part of the cast ensemble,
and they started the show with virgin
initiation games. Virgins, according to
“Rocky,” are all the audience members who, like me, had never seen the
show before, and are singled out by a
red V on their foreheads. The virgin
games, which I was too bashful to
join, included “eat the cookie,” “deep
throat the banana” and “orgasm.”
The crowd favorite was “orgasm”: all
the virgins were put on the spot and
required to improvise their best imitation of an orgasm.
Around midnight, the movie began playing on a screen that served as
the stage’s only backdrop. The actors
on stage simultaneously reenacted
the movie for an embellished, 3-D effect. The beginning of the movie was
also the point when I stopped understanding what was happening. My
more experienced friends, who had
lost their virginity to the cult classic
long ago, gave me a quick plot synopsis. Basically, a couple (Brad and Janet) stumbles upon a castle inhabited
by a transvestite (Dr. Frank-n-Furter),
aliens (incestuous Riff Raff and Magenta) and a creature brought to life
(Rocky). The only theme I could de-

duce was sexuality galore, and this
was represented well by the actors
who were fondling each other and
rolling around on stage in what can
best be described as explicit sexual innuendo.
The virgin games were not the
only opportunity for audience participation. During the classic “Time
Warp” song, “Rocky” veterans
jumped up on stage and in the aisles
to dance along. Plus, throughout the
entire movie, people were encouraged to shout obscene things at the
actors in accordance with the action
on stage and in the movie. Every time
the two hapless characters, Janet and
Brad, have lines, people yelled variations of “slut” and “asshole.” Though
the FPP actors on stage were merely
duplicating their characters’ actions
in the movie, I was impressed by the
FPP actors’ abilities to remain unaffected and undistracted by the noisy
audience.
The actors’ talent, however, did
not offer reason to see the show. When
I asked the producer, Chris Heffron,
about the actors, he replied that, of
the people who audition, many are
obsessed with the show while some
just want the opportunity to perform

in a more provocative piece. Most
of the FPP actors’ portrayals were
believable, but the actors who
didn’t appear to be having fun
were not fun to watch. The show
is a musical, and the actors’ singing voices were tolerable, but no
one was exceedingly impressive.
In fact, the risqué costumes and
the potential for wardrobe malfunctions often prevented me
from concentrating on the actors’
performance.
For a ﬁrst-timer, nervous laughter yields to genuine laughter at the
spectacle occurring in front of you.
Though I was shocked by “Rocky,”
I agree with Heffron, who said,
“It’s an experience no one should
miss out on at GW.” I realized how
sheltered I have been. Part of me
wanted my dad to clamp his hand
over my eyes again, but the other
part of me began to feel like Janet
(“SLUT!”) because I too wanted to
rub the muscles of Rocky, the perfect man. n
“Rocky Horror Picture Show”
will likely be performed again next
year around Halloween. For more
information, visit the FPP Web site,
studentorgs.gwu.edu/fpp

WE’RE LOOKING FOR A FEW EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.

John Birk/Hatchet photographer
First-time Rocky Horror Picture Show viewers participated
in virgin games, which included deep-throating bananas.

Amateur auteurs get
chance at big break
by Erika Tepler
Hatchet Reporter

At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you’ll find everything you need to succeed.

• Outstanding faculty

From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to faculty members

• Rigorous academic programs

who will become intellectual colleagues. From live-client clinics to real-world

• Six concentrations

externships. Plus annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full tuition.

• Extensive experiential learning
opportunities

For more information, visit law.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

• Student faculty ratio 15:1

CRIMINAL | DISPUTE RESOLUTION | FAMILY | HEALTH | INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY | TAX
Ha m d e n , C o n n e c t i c u t

In the hunt for new talent, sciﬁ.com and sundancechannel.com
have created the “Exposure Film
Contest.” Craig Engler, sciﬁ.com’s
vice president, explained that the
Sci Fi channel makes 26 ﬁlms per
year and that they are searching
for “young, upcoming talent” to
develop their creative process.
Until Nov. 6, anyone can submit a 2- to 8-minute short science
ﬁction, horror or fantasy ﬁlm. A
winning ﬁlm will be chosen each
week, starting Oct. 23 through
Dec. 11. The winning eight ﬁlms
will be featured in a one-hour Sci
Fi Channel special.
No camcorder? No problem.
Engler hopes to see entries that
use cell phones, web cams and
other unique mediums to capture
image. The ﬁlms will be rated
based on their creativity and innovation, rather than traditional
standards such as production
value. A really great idea is worth
much more than expertise in Final
Cut Pro when creating a low-bud-

get short. When money is tight
and technical resources are scarce,
raw imaginative thought is “exposed.”
Though you can enroll in Film
Theory or Russian Cinema, Intro
to Filmmaking hasn’t yet made it
into the “Spring 2007 Schedule of
Classes.” “Exposure” is an opportunity for GW students to exercise
their latent ﬁlmmaking muscles.
For anyone searching for a new
creative outlet, a formal chance
to create something entirely new
should be enticing.
As long as Michael Bay and
Robert Iscove continue to sacriﬁce the silver screen into shreds
of cheap thrills and sexy bodies,
making an independent short science ﬁction ﬁlm is a public service.
A surge of new talent could usher
in an era of cinematic artistry and
push out the visual junk food.
As long as your short includes
an “element of the fantastic” and
isn’t pornographic, it’s a viable
entry. Engler encourages every
student to try, saying “If you think
it sounds like fun, just try it ... because it’s fun and it’s easy.” n
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“Death of a President” misses its mark
by Rachel Weiner
Hatchet Staff Writer

What if President Bush was
assassinated and no one could
see it? That’s the controversy
over “Death of a President,”
Brit Gabriel Range’s fictional
documentary of a future assassination. Hillary Clinton
called it “despicable” without
having actually, technically,
you know, seen it. Major film
chains have refused to carry
the film, citing fears of copycat acts.
They shouldn’t have worried. Despite its bold title,
“Death of a President” isn’t
a snuff film for the C-SPAN
set. The assassination itself is
almost sedate – dull thudding
noises, a bit of blood, and then
we’re watching from outside
the ambulance. Unfortunately, the tension that keeps the
film running dies when Bush
does.
The buildup to the killing

rolls at breakneck speed. Bush
is appearing in Chicago, again.
Most of it is focused on the
protests outside – supposedly
angrier and more violent than
the ones that dog the president
on a regular basis. Ha.
Range makes some nifty
drama out of the nitty-gritty
particulars of life after the
death. Dick Cheney assumes
office. Some clever cinematic
trickery shows him giving
an address at Bush’s funeral
– a speech filled with political
double entendres praising the
former leader ’s “simplicity”
and “cheerfulness.” President
Cheney goes on to sign a new
PATRIOT Act and flirts with
invading Syria over faulty
intelligence from eager dissidents.
These scenes are thrillingly plausible, and more such
speculation might have made
for a truly interesting future.
For some reason, “Death of a
President” instead turns into a

whodunit that’s plausible, but
not so thrilling. Like real television news, the movie manages to be sensational and dull
at the same time. Once Range
has killed his prey, he seems
bored with the cleanup.
Various red herrings come
forward and recede in mechanical order. A good deal
of political commentary is
thrown into the case – of
course the Muslim immigrant
who once attended an al-Qaeda training camp in Afghanistan is the lead suspect – but
it feels as obligatory as a civics class exercise.
The postmortem proceedings are enlivened, oddly
enough, by the acting. While
no real White House regulars are impersonated, Range
inserts interviews with lower-level flunkies. There’s a
Washington Post reporter (Jay
Patterson), a Secret Service
agent (Brian Boland, who gets
the best line: “I look for that

look that says, ‘I’m not a big
fan of the President’), and a
speechwriter (Becky Ann Baker) who consistently hits that
weird mix of manipulation
and earnestness familiar to
anyone who’s ever taken a Political Communication class.
The true star of the film,
presidents be damned, is
James Urbaniak (best known
as a foot fetishist on “Sex and
the City”) as a doubt-stricken
FBI officer. If he died, I would
really want to know who the
culprit was.
As it is, most would-be assassins will probably be disappointed to find that the death
of the president is a fairly dull
affair. It’s more of a love letter to film editing buffs than
Bush-haters. If you’d like to
get around the dictates of
the major chains, you can
see “Death of a President” at
E Street Landmark Cinema.
Whether it’s worth the trouble
is another question. n

BARbelle
Freak House v.
Hooters
Last Friday, I braved a
pre-Halloween downpour of
rain, booze and sexy nurses
– wet, drunk, sexy nurses – to
find myself at two frightening
Chinatown spots. The first was
Warehouse Theater’s haunted
burlesque tour of forced abortion, shark attack and full-frontal zombie rape: “Freak House.”
The second was Hooters.
Both places represented firsts for me. How I had
somehow managed to live 21
years without being violently
humped by sexy zombies, or
paying $15 for violently overpriced chicken parts, I have
no idea. But on the eve of All
Hallow’s Eve, I found myself
torn between Chinatown’s
uber-artsy, hipster-friendly
sleaze and uber-American, family-friendly sleaze (yes, those
are tights under those shortshorts) in a night that I like to
call “Freak House v. Hooters.”
This is how it happened.
We arrived, frantically wet, at
Freak House around 10 p.m.
and waded into the crowd of
late-20-something hipsters,
first-daters and freaked-up staff
members that filled the small
theater-music venue’s lobby.
Two women in multi-colored
wigs and T-shirts bedecked
with obscenely gesturing zombie hands told us the wait for
the show would be almost two
hours.
We settled at the cute little
bar tucked in the back for a
drink.
“What’s a cherry bomb,” I
asked the bartender, a big dude
under a stringy blue wig.
“It’s a flaming ... ” he
began.
“It’s on FIRE?” I said. “I’ll
take two.”
I ended up spilling half
the bomb, fire and all, on the
bar. But the rest, Everclear with
a splash of cherry juice, was
delicious, sent a warm chill
through my body and readied
me for a trek back into the rain
to find a diversion until the
show started.
Naturally, we went to

DRIVING
from p. 8
Julie Walters plays her part
well, as can be expected from
such an experienced and praised
actress. She tends to take over all
her scenes, but that is being true
to her character Evie, who herself
is an actress who tends to be the
center of attention.
Rupert Grint (Ben), has the
most difﬁcult part of the movie,
not because he is the main character, but rather because he is
still so heavily associated with
Harry Potter. If Grint was hoping
to distance himself from his Ron
Weasley character, he failed. Ben
is very much like Ron, shy and
awkward, but with a tad bit more

Hooters. Now, the excitement
of a place named after boobs
seems obvious. But when we
entered the sexy sports bar – on
the night of the final World
Series game, no less – the place
seemed deader than the corseted zombie girls who would
drag me onstage to feverishly
thrust their hips at me only an
hour later. Now, allow me to
confess: I am not a man. But
while short-shorts layered over
shiny tights is certainly a novelty, I just didn’t get Hooters.
Our waitress was pretty, if
unenthusiastic. The crowd
seemed generally unexcited
as the Cardinals clinched the
series. Maybe it’s because the
city had an excess of girls wearing next to nothing that night,
but even the leers directed at
the skimpy-clothed waitresses
seemed almost mechanical.
And we paid $10 for a pitcher
and $15 for a skimpy platter
of meat.
Shortly afterwards, back at
Freak House, we paid the same
amount for: a burlesque graveyard show, a topless tantrum
from a hairy-nippled oversized
girl, a coroner’s zombie rape, a
scalping, a shark attack, a forced
abortion of Satan’s spawn (“I’ll
take you out to dim sum afterwards,” the abortioner boyfriend suggests), a sight that
Freak House describes only
as “scat,” and a tasty shot of
Everclear LIT ON FIRE.
So, in the eternal battle that
is Freak House v. Hooters, who
shall be the victor? As my friend
said, “it’s basically comparing
boobs to penises.” Again, I am
not a man. But I think you
know which one won for me
that night. n

Bar Belle Ratings
FREAK HOUSE:

HOOTERS:

maturity. But, as Brock remarked,
Grint’s performance is very natural, nothing is forced, and “he is
the same kid on screen as he is in
person.” Whether this is a good
thing or bad is up to the audience,
but I was hoping to see Grint’s
acting skills expanded upon a
little more than they were.
Overall, the movie is quaint
and cute, with no special effects
and barely any sets (most of the
ﬁlm was shot on the streets/locations in London). The cinematography is quite good, and appropriate for this type of movie,
but it’s nothing special. What is
expected is received in “Driving Lessons,” but with certain
quirks thrown in. It’s a cute
way to spend a rainy afternoon,
but nothing close to an awardwinner. n

Please Join Us For Our 36th Annual

Esprit De Noel
Georgetown Visitation

1545 Thirty-Fifth Street, NW Washington, D.C.
Friday, November 3rd 11:00 am until 9:00 pm
Saturday, November 4th 10:00 am until 4:00 pm
* Shop at over 50 Speciality Boutiques specializing in:
Custom handbags, French linens, Hostess gifts, Hand-painted
glassware, Pewter serving pieces, Sterling Silver, Stationary,
Gourmet foods, Jewelry, Christmas gifts, Men’s ties, Monogrammed accessories, Lilly.
*Don’t miss the Eveningwear by New York Designer
Kathlin Argiro
* Enter a rafﬂe to win a Ford Escape XLT 2007
* Browse Used Books, CD’s, Tapes, Silent Auction (Friday only),
and Attic Treasures
*Treat yourself at the Snackery, the Bistro (Friday only),
and Bakery
Free Parking & Admission
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CLASSIFIEDS
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Dylan Brogan, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email:
classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web:
gwhatchet.com/classifieds

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

101 - LOST

450 - MASSAGE

465 - TUTOR SERVICES

505 - ADOPTIONS

620 - INTERNSHIPS, PAID

665 - PART TIME

NAVASA INFORMATION SESSION:
10/24/06:8pm: MSSC209 Great Job Opportunity: Paid Fellows helping with Vietnamese Community Development in New
Orleans.

HAIR & SPA PROMOTION we are offering 20 % OFF on services and products at
Jean Claude MedSpa to all students with
proof of ID.
(Facial, microdermabrasion, waxing,
Manicure....)
and 20% OFF on hair services with Jean
Claude
Location :Jean Luc salon 3240 P st NW
202-625-2220

STATISTICS Tutoring in Rockville, Maryland. Affordable. Tutor has Masters degree.
jim4nv92@verizon.net.

ADOPTION Loving couple seeking to
adopt an infant. Will pay medical and legal expenses. Call collect Stefano & Kati:
301 915-0423

INTERNSHIP/PAID. WANTED: Aggressive, outgoing go-getter to work with
ﬁnancial adviser at UBS Financial Services. Call Bill Flanigan, vice-president,
301-718-5036.

515 - GENERAL

RESEARCH INTERNSHIP- PAID Lobbying Firm Seeks Interns
Daily tasks will include, news searches,
legislative research, attending and reporting on congressional hearings, business
development research and other tasks. A
great opportunity to learn.
Please send cover letter, resume and
availability to jmrowka@franklinpartners
hip.com

LEARN COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
LOOKING FOR AN ENERGETIC PERSON WHO WOULD LIKE TO LEARN
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE. MUST
BE AGGRESSIVE, INTELLIGENT AND A
DESIRE TO LEARN. CONTACT STEVE
SOLOMON DIRECT VIA E-MAIL AT:
steve@solomonreal.com

245 - RENT DC

BE SMART, STOP RENTING! For
what you pay to rent you could buy.
RobertLeary.com 202-669-8493

255 - SALE DC

FIND OUT WHAT’S FOR SALE Contact
Robert
Leary
202.669.8493
Robert@robertleary.com

270 - SUBLETS OFFERED

Apts, Sublets & Rooms
BROWSE & LIST FREE!

www.TheSublet.com

All Cities & Areas! 201-265-7900

ENGINEERING STUDENTS TUTORING
IN THE FOLLOWING
1. CALCULUS
2. ALGEBRA
3. THERMODYNAMICS
4. HEAT TRANSFER
5. FLUID MECHANICS
6. STATICS
7. DYNAMICS
RATES $25/hr NEGOTIABLE CALL 571330-4385 571-330-4385

460 - TRAVEL
TRAVEL WITH STS to this year’s top 10
Spring Break destinations! Best deals
guaranteed! Highest rep commissions.
Visit www.ststravel.com or call 1-800648-4849. Great group discounts!

EARN $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on them.
www. AdDriveTeam.com.
OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL After
you earn your bachelor’s
degree, you may qualify to
become an Army Ofﬁcer. During
Ofﬁcer Candidate School, you
will learn valuable management
and leadership techniques.
You may qualify for $37,224 for
college through the Montgomery
GI Bill. Or pay back up to
$65,000 of qualifying student
loans through the Army’s Loan
Repayment Program. To ﬁnd
out more, contact 202-761-4344

499 - GENERAL

TAKE TRIPS ONLINE: Nobody Has Lower Travel Rates Than Us! Nobody! Visit us
today at
www. TAKETRIPSONLINE.com.

The Attic - Furniture moving, local or long
distance. Junk removal and odd jobs.
Contact Gary at (301) 520-0755

SPRING BREAK IN LONDON 2007
The best Spring Break ever! $599 pp, and
includes bed and breakfast, free drinks
night, an amazing daylong sightseeing
tour and river cruise, a weekly transport
travelcard, a London guidebook, an optional Da Vince Code tour and pub crawl
and lots more! 1 800 599 8635;
sales@springbreaklondon.com;
www.
springbreaklondon.com. 800-599-8635 x
ID 2497289

SKYDIVE! One Day First Jumps! Student
Discounts.
Gift Certiﬁcates! www.skydiveorange.com
877-348-3759

610 - CHILD CARE
SITTERS WANTED. $10+/HOUR Register FREE for jobs at: student-sitters.com.

665 - PART TIME
!BARTENDING! UP TO $300/DAY No
experience necessary. Training provided.
800-965-6520x171.
FILE CLERK Small telecom law ﬁrm
(Foggy Bottom/West End) seeks p/t File
Clerk (15-20 hrs. per wk.). $10/hr. Great
opportunity for hardworking undergrad
with interest in law. Email cover letter and resume to Deborah Peterson at
ofﬁcemanager@tkcrowe.com.
DATA ENTRY CLERK Mid Sized DC law
ﬁrm at 17th & L St NW seeks P/T (1015hrs) per week. Will assist acctg dept
as needed $12-13/hr. Contact Carol,
clayman@dclawﬁrm.com.

POSITION AVAILABLE Exceptional
young man (22) with cerebral palsy ISO
energetic companion. Play video games,
see movies, etc. Must love sports, music; have own car, clean driving record,
sense of humor. Flexible, up to 20 hrs
per wk @ $15 per hour. All majors accepted, training provided. Email interest
to baach@aol.com.
House Sitter Needed
Must love Cats! ISO person to stay at our
condo on some weekends/holidays & take
care of our 3 year old Cat! $20/per day.
Call Lisa at 202-744-7373
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Student Orgs: Place free classiﬁeds. Email
classiﬁeds@gwhatchet.com for details.
The
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Edited by Will Shortz

33
Beethoven 66 In the
least
DOWN
42 Like
DuBose
with -lithic
Heyward
novel 671 Prefix
35 Menu
words
Principles:
Abbr.
Circus”
on which an
chimney sweep 36 Strapped
682 Illustrator
Let out slowly
opera was
Thomas
9 cartoonist
Way up Keane 37 Fresh-squeezed
3 Actress Lena
based
4 Undoer
15
Stomachof
ex-football
star/ 694 Musically
Casual wear
“___War”
connected
16 “ritardando”
Lunchtime tryst, 44 pitchman?
5
Got to
(Shatner
novel)
10 Early
late-night
informally
70 Both Begleys
40 Pill variety
6 Mer filler
45 “The Birds”
17 name
30- and
43 Set
of wedges?
screenwriter
7 A Gospel writer
14 Big
bird in
47-Down
DOWN
44
Doesn’t
shut up
___
Hunter
Polish
8 Many a
15 Big
bow
1
Like
some
47 Hoagy
Plants with
Facebook listee
18 Avatar
… in Italian
16
of Vishnu 48
whales
Carmichael’s
sword-shaped
19 Very
Pick cool
up
9 It’s heartrending
17
“Star
Dust,” e.g. 2 Company in the
leaves
20 1970’s
Activating
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To Play: Complete the grid so that every row, column
and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is
no guessing or math involved, just use logic to solve.
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GW knocks down Augusta State
GW guards lead attack
on Augusta State in
only preseason game
by Andrew Alberg
Senior Staff Writer

Ben Solomon/photo editor

Junior Regis Koundjia drives on Augusta State’s Garret
Siler Wednesday in the Smith Center.

GW head coach Karl Hobbs wore a
turtleneck during Wednesday night’s preseason game against Augusta State at the
Smith Center. It was a departure from his
typical suit and tie, but for Hobbs and the
GW men’s basketball team, it was business
as usual.
The sixth-year head coach was his animated self as his team ran its Division II
opponent off the court en route to an 81-72
win.
Hobbs repeated an idea that he told
fans at an open practice Oct. 26: this year
will require patience.
“This is a young team,” Hobbs said.
“We’re a team that’s going through some
growing pains, and it’s going to take some
time to really bring it together. At the end
of the day, they kept score and from what I
know we won the game.”
The Colonials shot 54.7 percent from
the floor and held the Jaguars to 37.3 percent in front of more than 2,000 fans. Junior Maureece Rice had 15 points while
freshman Travis King put in 14 in his GW
debut.
Rice went 5-for-12 from the floor and
missed all three attempted three-pointers,
prompting Hobbs to say his guard will
need to step up his game this season.
“He is going to have to play better than
he did tonight if we’re going to have any
success this year,” Hobbs said of Rice.

VARSITYROUNDUP
Men’s Golf
The men’s golf team ﬁnished 14th in a ﬁeld of 16 at
the ODU/Seascape Collegiate Tournament, held at
the Seascape Golf Links in Kitty Hawk, N.C. Campbell
University’s Kyle Spahr ﬁnished ﬁrst with a 134 (66-68),
leading Campbell to the team title. Junior Raman Luthra was the Colonials’ low ﬁnisher, tied for 33rd, carding a 146 (72-74).

From his courtside behavior, Hobbs combines experience and youth, will be
did not seem to care that the game’s re- commonplace this season.
sult would not count in the standings. At
“I think you’re going to see that combione point during the first half, Hobbs ran nation a great deal,” Hobbs said. “We’re at
out about 10 feet into the court to yell in- our best offensively with them in.”
structions at his players on the other end
Sophomore Rob Diggs started in
of the floor. Even with the game in hand Moore’s place, but King played more minat the end, Hobbs jumped, rolled his head utes. The New Haven, Conn., native scored
and turned around after an Augusta State 14 points in his first collegiate game. King
player hit a three-pointer.
went 5-for-7 from the floor and 2-for-4 from
After only one preseason game, Hobbs behind the arc. He also added in three assaid his young squad is still adjusting to sists and two steals.
the offense and getting used to GW’s game
Toward the end of the contest, Augusplan.
ta State’s Demetrius Howard (15 points)
“I don’t think this
sparked a 6-0 run on
team will ever be
back-to-back
three
where I’d like them
pointers.
GWBASKETBALL:
to be, but I’m going
“We lost our focus
to have to have some
(towards the end),”
LEADERS
patience,”
Hobbs
Hobbs said. “(Howsaid. “It’s going to
ard) made two threes
Points:
take some time with
in a row and that’s the
Maureece Rice, 15
these guys. I thought
beauty of college baswe played hard at
ketball: as long as that
Travis King, 14
times. We just didn’t
line is there, you always
Carl Elliott and Regis Koundjia, 12
play hard enough
have a chance to win.”
consistently.”
Besides
King,
Without sophoWednesday also deRebounds:
more
Cheyenne
buted freshman forRegis Koundjia and Dokun Akingbade, 8
Moore, who is out
wards Damian Hollis
Carl Elliott, 6
with a stress fracand Hermann Opoku,
Rob Diggs, 5
ture in his left tibia,
who is suspended for
GW previewed a
the first 11 games of
three-guard offense
the season, as well as
Assists:
in which senior Carl
the return of senior
Maureece Rice, 7
Elliott, junior MauDokun
Akingbade,
Travis King and Carl Elliott, 3
reece Rice and freshwho red-shirted last
man Travis King
year.
played concurrently.
GW will scrimmage
Turnovers:
In the offense, King
at Villanova Saturday
Carl Elliott, 6
brought the ball up
in Pennsylvania before
Regis Koundjia, 4
the court, while Rice
opening the regular
and Elliott set up on
season against Boston
Travis King and Maureece Rice, 3
the wings.
University in Boston
The trio, which
Nov. 10. n
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146 (72-74)
147 (73-74)
148 (75-73)
156 (81-75)
160 (83-77)

T33
T39
T44
T74
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Freshmen preview future
by Jake Sherman
Sports Editor
If Wednesday night’s preseason game against Augusta
State at the Smith Center showed
nothing else, it gave an uncertain
glimpse of what could be critical for the GW men’s basketball
team this season.
Two freshmen, Travis King
and
Damian
ANALYSIS Hollis, seemed
to show poise
and conﬁdence in the 81-72 romp
over Augusta State in the team’s
only public preseason game.
Travis King, a freshman guard
from New Haven, Conn., scored
14 points in 28 minutes, playing
time head coach Karl Hobbs said
King should get used to. Often
running the point, King seemed
to be quick off the dribble and
was unfettered by the 2,417-person crowd in his ﬁrst collegiate
performance. He completed an
impressive touch pass to junior
Maureece Rice followed seconds
later by a long two-pointer with
a little more than four minutes
remaining in the ﬁrst half.
King ﬁgures to be a component in a much-touted backcourt
that includes Rice and senior
Carl Elliott.
“I thought he had some moments where he played exceptionally well, and he had some
moments where he played like a
freshman,” Hobbs said of King.
With King’s poise and athleticism, sharp-shooting sophomore
Noel Wilmore’s role could come
into question. Wilmore played 12
minutes, going 2-for-4 from the
ﬂoor for four points.
“He’s a guy that comes off the
bench,” Hobbs said. “We’ll need
him to consistently make open
shots. I thought today, when
he did get good looks, he did a
good job. He’s got to continue to
do that for us.”
Damian Hollis, who last
played in the Smith Center in a
high school exhibition game in
April, joins a frontcourt thinned
by the injury of sophomore
Cheyenne Moore and the 11game suspension of freshman
Hermann Opoku.
Hollis’ play seems to be a
hybrid of Omar Williams and a
versatile forward such as Scottie
Pippen. Hollis scored ﬁve points
and grabbed four rebounds.
Hobbs said with conditioning, Hollis has the chance to be a
“tremendous” player.
“I thought he had some moments where he did some good
things, and I thought he had
some moments where he was
trying to ﬁgure out things and
it’s going to take him some time

Ben Solomon/photo editor

Freshman Travis King scored 14 points in 28 minutes
Wednesday night. King should ﬁgure into GW’s backcourt.
to come around,” Hobbs said.
True to Hobbs’ past, King
and Hollis were unavailable to
media after the win. Historically,
Hobbs has not made freshmen
available for the media, and he
said this year the policy would
not change. Hobbs declined to
comment on the reason for the
policy.
No predictions this time
around
After last season’s win over
Augusta State, Hobbs seemed
unsure of his team’s ability.
“I really don’t see who we
will beat in our league,” Hobbs
said last year. “Right now, we are
just trying to be an NIT team.”
This year, Hobbs declined to
make any such predictions.
“My impression is this is a
different basketball team and
this is a different year, and I have
different feelings,” Hobbs said.
“This is a young team. We’re a
team that’s going to go through
some growing pains and it’s going to take us some time to bring
it together.”
Opoku plays
Suspended freshman Hermann Opoku played two minutes Wednesday night. Opoku
is suspended until January, but
Hobbs said he thought the Austrian native deserved to play.
“I made the decision because
... without going into a lot of detail, I think it’s unfair he’s missing that number of games based
on the situation,” Hobbs said.
“He’s worked very hard in practice, and he deserves to get out

there, and I can play him.”
Front court
Senior Dokun Akingbade
and junior Regis Koundjia
will anchor a frontcourt that is
without Pops Mensah-Bonsu
and Mike Hall for the ﬁrst time
in four years. Akingbade will
need to be the player down low,
Hobbs said.
“I think Dokun’s got to be
our guy,” Hobbs said. “We just
don’t have a lot of depth and
that’s the area that we have the
most concern.”
Koundjia, Hobbs said, will
need to play around the perimeter.
“He had moments where he
played well, but he had some
moments where we needed him
to be more consistent with his
play,” Hobbs said.
Koundjia went 1-for-3 from
beyond the three-point line tonight. Last season he shot 24 percent from downtown.
A Season for Red
Both the GW men’s and
women’s basketball teams will
dedicate this upcoming season
to the memory of Arnold “Red”
Auerbach. Both the men’s and
women’s teams will wear a red
band on their jerseys. The University also showed a video
montage during halftime with
interviews with Boston Celtic
legends.
Robert Chernak, the vice
president for Student and Academic Support Services, said
Auerbach’s red-colored seat will
remain empty this season. n

